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1. Purpose

The purpose ofthis enginering calculation is to estimate the fiequency of misloading spent
nuclear fuel (SNF) assemblies that would result in exceediing the cdrticality design basis of a waste
package (WP). This type of miiload -a reactivity nisload - results from the incorrect placement
of one or more fuel assemblies into a waste package such that the criticality controls do not match
the required controls for the fiel assemblies. An actual criticality event can not occur in an WP
urless a moderator (eg. water) is present While a thermal misload is possible Qoad fuel that
exceeds the thermal limits of a WP), it is not addressed in this analysis.

2. Method

Decision trees with mutually exclusive branch points have been developed to estimate the
probability that a particular WP will result in a reactivity (critical) misload. For each branch
point on the decision tree, a probabity Is developed or assumed. For each decsion tree
sequence, the probabilities at each branch point are multiplied together to estimate the probability
for the entire sequence

Headers forthe decision tree reflect operator errors and the expected distribution o£DCs and
their associated fuel assemblies. A consequence matrix is developed to determine the
consequence oftifferece combinations of misoads (as represented by sequenceslend states of
the decision tree). For example, some mnisloads could result in only an economic, not criticalty,
consequence. The endstate probabilities for sequences resulting in a potential reactivity
consequence are sunmed to determine the total probability of a fiel disoad that results in
exceeding the criticality loading Emits or criteria for the WP.

The probability of a nisload is multiplied by the expected number of WPs processed per year; ths
result is the frequency (per yr) of a fuel assembly misload that would result in exceeding the
criticality design basis of a WP. Decision trees are developed for both pressurized water reactor
WR) fuel assemblies and boiling water reactor (BWR) fuel assemblies. Because the criticality

control mchanism for a high-criticality PWR fuel assembly is not contained in the WP, a variety
of cases, with different assumptions have been developed

3. Assumptions

3.1 The criticality misload anabsis assumes that there are five different types of PWR waste
packages available; these are type umbers I through 5, as delineated in the Preliminary

ist of Waste Package Designs for VA (ReE 7.1). Furtlmer this anals assumes there are
three types of BR waste packages; these are te numbers 6 through 8, as delineated in
Reference 7.1. These include:
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214?WR - No Absorber (1)
21-PWR - Absorber Plates (2)
21-PWR- AbsorberRods (no plates) (3)
12-PWR - No Absorber (4)
12-PWR - Absorber Platesog (South Texas) (5)
44-BWR - No Absorber (6)
44-BWR- Absorber Plates (7)
24-BWR - Thick Absorber Plates (8)

This assu tion is used throughout the calculation.

3.2 It Is assumed, that since the length of package types I through 4 are identical that these
waste packages are visually in ishable. Similarly, waste package types 6 through S
are assed to be visuay inisinguishable. Itshould be noted that the 21-PWR waste
packges are distinguishable fiom the 12-PWR waste packages by noting the difference in
the number of cells, howev, waste packages with a smaller number of cells were
developed to handle thermal loads. Since the number of cells do not have an effect on
exceeding the criticality design basis (see Assumption 3.4), waste package types 1 through
4 will be assumed to be identical. A simila argument can be applied to the BWR waste
packages.

This assumption is used throughout the calculation and specifically in Section 5.3.2.

3.3 Because the criticality nmisload analysis for PWR and BWR fuel assemblies are separate
and independent$ it is assumed there are no potential consequences for loading (or trying
to load) a PWR fueIl assembly in a BWR waste package because the PWR assembly is
Iar thanaBWRassembly. Anyattemptto load aPWRassemblyito aBWR waste
package would be imnumeiately detected and corrected. Similarly, there are no criticality
concerns for the reverse operation - loading a BWR fuel assembly into a PWR waste
package. In addition to the smaller size of a BWR assembly being immediately
discovered, the PWR waste packages are designed to store about one-hlf the number of
assembiesastheBWR wastepackzges. Thereforee evenifaPWRwastepackagewas
Blled with BWR fuel assemblies, no criticality loading limits or criteria would be
approached.

This assumption is used in Section 5.1.

3.4 It is assumed, in terms ofthe abit to controlimit reactivity consequences, that waste
packagetypes 1 and 4 are identical, and that package tpes 2 and 5 are identical
Therefore, fuel assemblies with comparable reaciv will be subject to the same criticality
constraints, whether in package type I or 4.

Th assumption used throughout the calculation.
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3.5 It Is assumed that the distribution of fuel assemblies (e.g, the waste stream mCx expected
to be delivered to the site over a 24-year period) will be proportional to the waste package
types available.

This assumtion is used throughout the calculation.

3.6 The use of a detector is assumed when the fuel assemblies are unloaded. The detector is
used to characterize the thermal load and burmup ofthe removed fiud assembly. This is
consistent with recommendations of Reg. Guide 3.58 (Ref 73), which states that when
burnup credit is taken, the amount of bump needs to be confirmed by reactivity measure-
ments. One detector device capable of performing this fimetion is the Fork+ radiation
measuement systemn discussed in Appbndix B.2 of Reference 7.4.

This assumption is used in Sections 3.7(a) and 52.

3.7 The following human errors are assumed to occur during the fuel assembly unloading
process from the transportation cask and the subsequent loading into the waste packages
(Ref 7.,7.6). These are actions are assumed to occur because there have not been any
formal procedures for fiel assembly loading developed at this time.

(a) During the cask unloading process, the operator will need to record the assembly
Identification, the associated heat rate and burmp fron the licensing paperwork,
and to perform a verification measurement with a detector (Red 7.3); see
Assumption 3.6. It is assumed that the operator will fall to identfy a discrepancy
between the licensing paperwork and the detector reading with a human error
probability (HEP) of 0.001 (Ref. 7.7, p. 20-26). The eor may occur due to either
falty paperwork or a faulty detector. In either case, applying an HEP to the
decision tree will generate a set of endstates three orders of magnitude lower (Le.,
insignificant endstates) than the rest of the endstates, therefore this error will not
be explicitly treated in the development ofthe decision trees.

This assumption is used throughout the calculation.

(b) The Assembly Transfer System Line operator (Line operator) determines what
type of waste package (disposal container, DC) is to be used, informs the Empty
DC Preparation Area operator (DC Area operator) who selects the desired WP
type (y methods unknow at this time), loads the WP on a WP cart and positions
it under one ofthee transer ports. This process can result in a variety of Hunan
eors, particulary with the required communications between the Line operator
and the DC Area operator. It is therefore assumed that.recovery is limited to
correcting another operators error (rather than an operator's own error).
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The types of human errors possible include conceptual and selection error. A
conceptual error would be if the Line operator decided on the wrong WP type and
requested the wrong VIP from the DC Area operator. The HEP (human error
probability) is approximated by a rule-based action after a diagnosis of an event
without recovery; taken from Reference 7.7 (p. 20-18), the HEP is 0.05 following
an abnormal event. Since this occurs under normal operating conditions, assume
the HEP is at its lowerbounds (using an error factorof 10), 0.005. Ther is no
unusual or stress conditions requiring an additional multiplier.

The other possible human error is a selection error for which the HEP is
approximated by an er=r of commission in selecting the wrong control on a panel
of similar looking controls that ar arranged in well-defined functional group; the
HEP Is 0.001 (Reference 7.7, p. 20-25). This selection error is assumed to include
either the selection of an incorrect WP (different than requested) or placement of
the WP on the wrong WP cart (arrives at the wrong Assembly Transfer System
Line). Consistent with the first paragraph of this Section, it is assumed that the
Line operator can recover from the DC Area operator's error. It is assumed the
DC Area operator can only make a selection error.

A human reliability analysis (see Attachment V11) shows that the conceptual error
by the Line operator (endstate HEP-4 in Attachment VB) dominates over the
selection error by the DC Area operator (endstate HEP-3 in Attachment VI) (due
to recovery). Because HEP-4 dominates, the WP selection error (HEP-3) is not
developed in the decision ees, and an incorrect WP is assumed to occur only due
to a conceptual error on the part of the Line operator. Further, if a concept error
occurs, the Line operator is assumed to be loading into the original Intended WP
(Le., ignoring the original conceptual error) unless the Line operator subsequently
makes a conceptual error selecting the fuel assembly. (The assumption can be
modified by applying a recovery factor.) Whenever this conceptual error (for fuel
assemblies) occurs, it Is assumed tat the line operator behaves as (f the VWI Is
appropriatefor the fuel assembly that was (erroneously) selected,

These assumptions are used throughout the calculation.

(c) The Line operator determines what type of fuel assembly is to be loaded into the
WP, selects the desired fuel assembly basket from the Assembly Storage Rack (by
methods unknown at this time), transfers the basket up the incline, Into the
Assembly Drying Stations, and finally positions it over a transfer port to be placed
into the WP. This could result in a conceptual human error or selection human
error. The concept error would be deciding on the wrong fuel assembly basket
type. The EPs ame assumed to be the same as developed in item (b). Any
recovery action is assumed to occur during the verification step (see item (d)).

I
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This assumption is used throughout the calculation.

(d) The pWcal verification occurs after the fuel assembly is loaded into the WP. This
ncludes vering the fuel assembly identity (&g, via a remote camera), and con-

firming the fuel assembys characteristics and the appropriateness ofthe WP into
which it has been loaded The HEP is estimated at 0.01 as failure to use written
operatingprocedures under normal operating conditions (Re£ 7.7, p. 20-22).

In the instance of a conceptual error (versus a selection error), since the operator
will be checldg a WP completely misloaded (L.e., the effect oa conceptual eror),
the lower limit of the HEP is used, e.g. 0.001.

This assumption is used throughout the calculation.

(e) As a sensitivity anali it is assumed that for each operator action (eg., selection
of a IWP and selection of a fuel assembly) that there exists a specialized error
recovey mechanism This may be another operator shadowing the first operator
or some sort of automated checing ystem. This value can vary fiom zero (0.0).
Le, no recovery possible, to one (1.0), ie., recovery is always successfil. Since
the loading procedures and processes are unknown, a recovery fictor of 0.9 was
assumed to develop bounds on the results.

This assumption is used in Section 6.

3.8 Because the criticality control mechanism for high-criticarity PWR fuel assemblies are
contained within the fuel assembly ltsel& and not in the WP, four cases for PWR fuel
assemblies were developed with the following assumptions, used throughout the
calculation:

(a) Case PWR-A.: Treat the no absorber WP and the absorber rod VWP as distinct and
unique, as ifthe DC Area operator has a means to distinguish them from each -
other. Furher, assume ftat the Line operator loads the absorber rods into the fiel
assemblies only when the Line operator recognizes the use of an absorber rod WP
or believes a high-criticality ( fuel assembly is being loaded into the WP.
Faiure to load the absorber rods is 100% dependent on operator failure to
recognize the use of an absorber rod WP (and therefore is not explicitly modeled in
the decision tree).

(@) Case PWR-B: Treat the no absorber WP and the absorber rod VWP as the same and
indist e; the DC Area operator will only be requested to load one of two
tpes of VPs: no absorber or absorber plate. Further, assume that the iUne
operator loads the absorberiods into the fiel assemblies only when the line
operator reconizes the use of an absorber rod WP. Failure to load the absorber
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rods is 100%/ dependent on operator failure to recognize the use of an absorber
rod WP (and therefore is not explicitly modeled in the decision tree).

(c) Case PWR-C: Assume another method of citicality control for the high-criticality
fuel assemblies that is intrinsic to the WP. Assume this criticality control

enism mk this WP distinct and unque from a no absorber WP. For
convenience, this WP wil continue to be referred to as an absorber rod WP. This
is dmilar to the BWR case.

(d) Case PWR-D: Assume that the absorber rods are properly inserted into the
appropriate fiiel assemblies at the nuclear power plant prior to transport, and that
except for confirmaion, repository pernel have no responsibility for loafig
absorber rods. Accordingly, it is assumed that the no absorber WP and the
absorber rod WP are the same and indistinguishable. This case represents a non-
conservative assumption.

3.9 It is assumed that the likiood of selecting an incorrect fuel assembly to load into theWP
is based on the perntage offuel assemblies with specific characteristics from the total
number offuel assemblies to be delivered to the site over the 24-year period.

This assumption is used throughout the calculation.

3.10 Tn Section 5.1, each ofthe five cases was developed for only uaniseed fael (UC It
is assumed because canistered fuel (if any is shipped to the repository), in most cases, will
be taken out ofthe canister and placed directl into the DC, there is no opportunity for
misloading errors.

4. Use of Computer Software

4.1 Software Approved for QA Work

No software approved for QAwork was used in this calcilation.

4.2 Software Routines

The ony software used to support this engineering calculation is Microsoft's spreadsheet package
Excel (Version: Microsoft Excel 97). The spreadsheet was executed on a personal computer
(PC) under the WimdowsNT 4.0 operating system. The use of Excel In this calculaion does not
generate data. ARl calcuaMons performed by the Excel spreadsheet are verified by visual
Inspection and/or hand calculations. The five decison trees were developed and quantifiedusing
Excel. Excel was also used to generate the regression anas s results.
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S. Calculation

5.1 Introduction

The purpose ofthis section is to estimate the frequency of a fiel.assembly misload that would
result in exceeding the criticality design basis of a waste package. Th anas considers three
item:

a) the operational handling of the fzel assemblies fiom when they are removed from the
transport casks to when they are placed (or loaded) into the disposal container (Section
52),

b) the consequence of loading any one of the fae! assemblies into any one of the waste
packages (Section 53.1), and

c) estimatn the probabilitylfrequency for the consequences that are identified as being
undesirable (Section 5.3.2).

Decision trees have been developed for five cases:

Case Conseqenc
PWR-A Exceed Criticality Design Basis See Assumption 3.8 (a).

Decison tree is in Attachment L
PWR-B Exceed Criticality Design Basis See Assumption 3.8 (b).

Desion tree is in Attachment IL
PWR-C Exceed Criticality Design Basis See Assumption 3.8 (c).

Decmson tree is in Attachent EL
PWR-D Exceed CriticalityDesignBasis See Assumption 3.8 (d).

,Decision tree is in Attachment IV.
BWR Exceed Criticality Design Basis Decision tree is in Attachment V.

Te are four PWR cases to account for the assumptions related the fict that the criticality
control mechanism for hIgh-criticality PWR fire assemblies is separate from the WP itself The
assumptions range from conservative to non-conservative.

The PWR and BWE foe! assembly evaluation are separate and independent. There are no
consequences for loading (tying to load) a PWR foiel assemblies into a BWR WP because the
PWR assemblies are larger than a BWR UCF assembly. Any attempt to load a PWR assembly
into a BWR WP would be inmediately detected and corrected. Similarly, there are no criticality
concns for the reverse - loading a BWRfuel assembly into a WP. In addition to the smaller
dze of the BWR assemblies being immediately discovered, the PWR waste packages are designed
to hold about one-halfthe mmber of assemblies as the BWR packages. Therefore, even if a PWR
packa~e was filled with BWR fuel assembies, no criticality imIts would be approached.
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Based on the analysis in Reference 7.2, the waste package mxc in case LZ-T4-CI is used to
determie the nominal percentage of waste package types. From Reference 7.2, the nominal
wase stream coverage for PWRs for scenario C1 isL

21 PWR(no absofbe) (1) -35.5%
21 PWR (absorba plates) (2) - 55.5%
21 PWR(absorberrods) (3) - 3.5%
12 PWR (no absorber) (4) - 3.5%
12 PWR (ST, absorber plate) (5) - 2.0%W/

Types I and 4, and types 2 and 5 are identical from a criticality point of view.

From Reference 7.2, the nominal waste stream coverage for BWRs for scenaro Cl Is:

44 BWR (no absorber) (6) - 27.S%
44 BWR(absorberplates) (7) - 71.50K
24 PWR (absorber rods) (8) - 1. 0%

There are no equivalent types for BWR waste padkges, in terms of criticality control

Howev, to enhance fleibility and permit the development of a regression expeon for misload
probabiW as a function of te stream composition, the Excel spreadsheets (e.g., decision
tres) were developed to permit the entry ofea variety of WP alocations (eg., different
percentages for each tpe of WP).

S.2 Waste PackageJfel Assembly Operational Process

Al a mnimum, the process in which the fuel assemblies are urloaded from the transportation
duas and are readied for loading into a WP must be considered. As discussed In Reference 7.8,
the transport casks are delivered to the reposio by trk or rail. They are inspected, decon-
taminate4 if neeay, and upended in the Carrie Washdown Station and the Carrier Bay. They
are then delivered to the Assemb Transfer System, where in the Cask Preparation Area, the
transport cask's ad ns removed. The cas is placed in the CskUnload Pool, where the Assembly
Transfer Machine removes fuel assemblies and places them Into Assembly Baskets (with
capacities of eith four PWR assemblies or eight BWR assemblies). The Assembly Baskets are
moved through the Transfer Canal to the Assembly Cel, where an Assembl Tansfer Machine
places Assembly Baskets into an Assembly Drying Station and finally the individual assemblies
into a waste package positioned under a transfer port. Assembly baskets continue through the

evae prcseted e teavrges aFe cov e ges a sfrom Chedc cpye fRe£ 72. he REVOO
veaoi Dcf 7.2 vprovide h dcwoveraeges. Hower. ictevalueshowher esilin h
nmgshow In RE 72, e wl be used as the oin- rage vaW les S trhis dor u met
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Transfer Canal until there are sufficient fuel assemblies to fill the waste package. There are three
independent Assembly Transfer System lines.

The empty waste package is retrieved fom the Empty DC Preparation Area The Assembly
Transfer System Line operator (Line operator) snakes a request of the Empty DC Preparation
Area operator (DC Area operator), who places the appropriate WP on a WP cart that conveys the
WP to the appropriate transfer port.

During the unloading process, the Line operator will need to record the assembly identification
and associated heat rate and burnup from the licensing paperwork and a detector (Ref. 73). In
this way, the charac of each assembly in the Assembly Baskets will be known. Mis-
identification of the fiel assembly's characteristics and/or location is the first opportunity for a
human error that can contribute to a misload (reading the paperwork inrrectly or misreading the
detector outut). This error does not significantly contribute to the overall misload fiequency
(see Assumption 3.7 (a). Based on the characterization ofthe fuel assemblies removed from the
tansport casks, the Line operator must decide what type of WP is to be used. The Line operator
requests the desired WP type (by methods unknown at this time) from the DC Area operator, who
places it on a WP cart and positions it under a transfer port. Decidg on an inappropriate WP
type or selecting the wrong WP type is another opportunity for a human error.

Operator treatment of absorber rods is described in Assumptions 3.8 (a) through 3.8 (d) to reflect
a range of actions, from conservative to non-conservative.

The selection offfuel assemblies (from the Assembly Storage Rack) to be placed in the WP is
another opportunity for human error. The operator can seect an Incorrect assembly (conceptual
error), or after selecting the correct assembly for the WP, make a manipulation error with the
AssembW Transfer Mchne and transfer the wrong assembly (selection error).

After placing the fuel assemblies into the WP, the Line operator will erfom a physical
verification (eg., ensure that the fuel assembly that was intended to be loaded was correctly
loaded). The pysical verification process is an opportunity for human error recovery. The
loaded WP is then moved to an area where an inner lid is seal-welded in place.

ES3 Misload (Criticality) Analysis

5.3.1 ConsequenceMatrix

This section develops and discusses the PWM and BWR consequence matrices, which consider
the placement of any of the possible transported fuel assemblies into any one of the designed WPs.
The WP types, with the criticality ranges, were taken from Case L1-T4-CI tabulated in Reference
7.2.
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The following explains the cell designations in the PWR and BWR Consequence Matrices shown
in Tables 5-1 and 5-2:

1. Those cells labeledAsDestgnedindicate th-at a fuel assembly was placed into a WP
1 appropriate for that fuel assembls criticality aracteristics.

2. Those cells labeled Possibk Cfricafity indicate that some percentage of the fuel
assemblies placed in the specified WP may exceed the criticality design basis of the WP.
The reactivity level (Le., Ic) is determined by curves attached to each Ecensed transport
cask. Note fiuther that transport casks are licensed for use employn no bumr-up credit,
Le., as ifthe fiul were fesh fuel, and therefore the value of L is not a deciding parameter
for the selection of a transport cark. The value of L becomes important when
determning what VWP is to be used because the waste package design takes credit for
burnup. ThereforeI for any WPs that do not required fuel assemblies with absorber rods
as criticality control (eg., use absorber plates or no absorber), it is possible via human
error, to place a fuel assembly into a WP and to exceed the criticality design basis.

Some combinations are not credible and will not be explicitly considered. If a South
Texas (ST) fiel assembly is placed in any waste package except PWR 12 (absorber
plates), it woud be imediately discovered and detected due to the extra length ofa ST
fuel assembly. However, the converse is not true; if a fuel assembly requiring absorber
rods is placed in a ST waste package, then there is the possibility of a criticality concern

3. Those cels labeled Pasdsb Economic indicate that some percentage of the fuel
assemblies placed in the specified WP will exceed the economic considerations for the use
of a WP. The VW does not contain absorber rods for criticality control; the absorber rods
are placed directly into the fuel assembl ies. Therefore, if a fuel assembly received absorber
rods when not necessary, tbis is an appropriate use of resources, ie., an economic
concern. Similarly, if a fuel assembly with absorber rods (when reqred) is placed into an
UP with absorber plates, then the WP usage is not economical.

Those cells labeled Possibk Cr~ficaly represent potential misload situations, which woud
require the introduction of a moderator (e.g., water). The estimation of probability/frquency of
misloads is discussed in Section 5.32. I
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Table 5-1.
Fuel Assembly to Waste Package (PWR) Consequence Matrix

Ehud Assembls Characterization
Type of Waste Padmge Low-c i M -criticaLKy )O Hi-criticality _K

21 PWR(no absorber) As designed Possle Cilca Possible fr c OQ y
21 PWR (absorber plate) Possible Economic As designed Possik tica
21 PWR (absorber rod) Possible Economic Possible Economic As designed
12 PWR (no absorber) As designed Possflta Pobsse Ctclity
12 PWR (ST/absorber plaic) Possible Economic As designed Possfile Oicat

Table 5-2.
Fuel Assembly to Waste Package (BWR) Consequence Matix

Fuel Assembly Characterization
l~pe of Waste Pafca e low-ccaW j MighciticAi M

44 BWR (no absorber) As designed Possible CdPtica Cllty
44 BWR (absorber plate) Possible Economic As designed Possible c vacai
24 BWR (thick absorber late) Possiabe Economic Possible Economic As t

5.3.2 MNsloadFrequencyDetermination

Decision trees (Figures I through IV, located in Attachments I through IV, respectively) wese
developed to evaluate exceeding the criticality design basis due to misload errors for PWR fuel
assemblies loaded into the avilable waste packages under a variety of assumptions for the
treatment of absorber rods (see Assumption 3.8). A fifth decision tree (Figure V, Attachment V)
was developed to similarly evaluate BWR fuel assemblies. Figures I through V show the nominal
WP percentages.

The sequence development is not automatic and relies on a careful consideration of which fuel
assembEes are being loaded into which waste packages, and what human errors are being
conmitt~d. The consequence matrices are used to determine whether a sequence has a criticality
consequence.

The following is some information used in the devopment of the decision trees:

- The likelihood of selectg an incorrect fuel assembly to load into the waste package is
estimated based on the percentage offSuel asseies with specific characteristicsfim the
taottdmnber of felassembles to be delivered to the site over the 24-yearper
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- The South Taus (ST) waste packges are approximately two feet longer than any of the
other PWR waste packages to accommodate the long ST fuel assemblies. According,
when a ST fuel assembly is misoaded into any oiher waste package, it is assumed to be
-rmmediatly recoverable and corrected. Likewise, when any non-ST fuel assembly is
misloaded Into the ST disposal container, it is assumed to be immediately recoverable and
conrcted. This assumption Implies a verification HEP equal to 1.0, and is so reflected in
the decision tree

The ST waste package is not eplcitly represented on the PWR-C decision tree PWR-C
was based on the BWR decision tree, since for BWRs, the waste package designed for
high-criticality fuel asemblies does indeed have the criticality controls designed into the
WP. This omission Is conservative in light of the assumption that all assemblies Moaded
into a ST package are immediately detected and corrected.

- For cases PWR-B and PWR-D (see Attachments II and IV)M there is no explicit mention
ofthe absorber rod waste packages, since the assumptions for these cases state that the
'no absorber' and 'absorber rod" packages are of ientical construction. The waste
package in the decision tree, whether for low-criticlity or high-criticality ful tssel es
is refiered to as "no absorber."

The calculation performed on the decision tree to generate the endstate probability is simply the
product of the probabilities on each node of the endstate sequencm For example, in Figure I
(Attachment 1), endstate PA-4's probability is calculated as the product of .

Decision Tree Header Probability

WP Usage (no absorber) 0.390
Select WP (intended WP) 0.995

Select FA (concept) 0.005

FA Type(K) 0..951

Verification (falue) 0.001

End se ProkbabIUit (POwduct 1.84 x iO

This endstate also represents a possible criticality concern, e.g., possibility of exceeding a
criticality design basis. The total probability of misload leading to aeceeding criticality design
basis per disposal container (shown at the bottom of the decision trees and in the summary tales
in Sections 6.1 through 6.5) is computed by simply adding all the endstates denoted with
crIicaf y. These endstates are further highlighted on the decision tree with a double-lined
border.
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The only exception to the straight multiplication method to calculate an endstate probability is for
those entstates derived fiom a Select FA state of (sekcion). In these cases, the product is
multiplied by the number of assemblies in the waste package, since any ofthe individual
assemblies could be misoaded. So if for na.= 21 PWR, the probability waspi = 2.25 x le, then
the probability of the endstate would be (2.25 x 104X21) 4.73 x le4 (see endstate PA-I0 in
Fgure I, Attachment 1). To determine the probability thattwo asslies are misloaded, the
calculation is:

This calculation is used for al ofthe 'selection (2)" sequences to compute the probabfiit of a
mnisload leading to a possible criticality concern with a mission success definition oftwo
misloaded assemblies representing a poible consequence.

5.3.3 Parameterzation and Sensitivt Anaysis

The decision trees, within Ecel, were stuctured to p a parametric examination of the
percentage ofthe types of waste packages that are available. These percentages are directly
reed to the expected percentage oftypes of fael assemblies to be place in the repository. For
examples, if the percentages ofWPs for PWR SNF are the nominal values given in Section 5.1,
then the expected fuel assembly perceatages would be:

LK(no absorber WP1, WP 4) _35%+4% = 39% I
MK (absorber plates: WP 2, WP 5) 15% + 2% ' 58%
HK (absorberrods:WP3) 3% 3%

Thercfore, as the percenages for WPs change hi the spreadsheet, the fude assembly percentage
would vary accordingly. The regression expressions were developed as a function of the fude
assembly pecentages.

The base development of the decision trees included a single veriflcationrecovery action at the
end ofthe event sequence. This single action was established due to the uncertainty concerning
the procedures and processes to be established for WP loading. To explore a range of
possibilities in the (to be developed) loading procedures and processes, an additional
vificalionfrecovery action was added for both the WP selection and the fuel assembly (FA)
selection human eror. This recovery may take the form of an additional operator or supervisor
overseeing the process, or some sort of electronic/automated'system to 'look over thee shoulder"
of the operator. This recovery action can be varied from zero (0.0), Le., no recovey, to one
(1.0), Le., error detection always occurs. Ineractively, this value can be changed on the Excel
"Data" tab (shown in Attachment VI) for both the PWR and BWR cases.
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Typically, to model a recovery action, an additional branch point is added to the decision tree. To
account for this sensity anayi the HEP for the ur ed action was modified as follows:

HEP for "Select FAR = Base Failu Probability (1- Recovery Probabty)

As the recovery probability varies from zero to one, the HEP will vary from the original failure
probability to zero (Le., absolute error detection and recovery). The modified HEP is used in the
originally developed decision tree.

Modeling the recovery action is this way can bejustified by looking at a snall portion of a tree
(see Figure 5-1 below), where a recovery action has been inserted. The failure prbability with
the recovery action is 0.001, whle the total probability for the success sequences is 0.999. If the
fallureprobability is cculated as the oiginal HEP multiplied by (I - recovery probability), and
inserted In the odginal tree, then the probability of the flilure sequences will be (0.O0XO.1) -
0.001, which is the same as the fi(lure probability ih the recovery action. Accordingly, if the
success path for the HEP is (1- HEP) =1-0.001 - 0.999, the success sequences wil be
.equilent to the sum of the success sequences in the tree with the recovery actions. Accordingly,
the lIEPs are modified as indicated above to emulate the recovery action.

Figure S-l.
Decision Trees to Support Recovery Action Model
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53.4 Selection ofWaste Package HIEP

The HEP for the selection of the WVP is more complex than the selection error for fuel assemblies
because there are two operators (lne operator and DC Area operator) involved. For this reason
a separate human reliabiliy anaysis tree was developed to estimate the 'Select WP" HEP. This
tree is provided in Attachment VIL In the spreadsheet, the HEP calculaed in this tree is
astomatically transferred to the 'Datae tab (see Attachment VI). The relatively small value of the
selection emrr versu the conceptual eror is the basis for the assumptions developed in Section
3.7(b).

6. Results

The total probability of misload is partitioned into different cases along two dimensions. The first
imension looks at the cause for the misoad: conceptual versus selection eror. The selection

eror is calculated for the resuting misload being one or two fuel assemblies C'selection (2)"). As
the results siow (see Sections 6.1, 6.3 and 6.5), the frequency of misloading two fiuel assemblies
(with a selection human enror) is three to four orders of magnitude less than for one fuel assembly.
Accordingly, the "selection (2)" frequencies are only provided for the PWR-A decision tree
(Astachmedt 1) for al selection sequences. For PWRC and BWR decision trees (Attac mnts E
and V, the 'selection (2)" frequency are only given for the "crical sequences. Further, the
'selection (2)" are not discussed below because of the insignificant contribution.

The second dimension examined Is the waste package type into which the misloaded fuel
assemblies were placed. Typically, the WP designed for the hgh-criticalit (HK) fiel assemblies
bad few or no misloads; accordingly, the regression expressions were developed only for the WP
designed to handle low-crificality (M) and imid-criticality M fuel assemblies.

6.1 Results for Case PWR-A

For the nominal values of the PWR-A case, the following table summarizes the results, ie., the
probability of a misload leading to exceedig criticality design basis:

No Absorber I AbsorberPlates I Absorber Rods (Totaf7
ConcePt 4.41EA 6 O.OE+00 1.33E-07 4.54E-f6
Selection S.SOE-05 3.65E-06 3.77E-S08 S.37E-OS
Selection (2) 2.13E-09 1.26E-11 6.87E-07 2.1SE-09
________ 5.44E-OS 3.65E-06 1.71E&07 5.83E05 I
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As indicated above, the "Selection (2)" rests (for misloaing two fuel assemblies on selection
erors) is ordes of magnitude less than ether the conceptual or selection errors. The selection
eror is approximately an order and halfmagnitude greater tan the conceptual error. There can
not be a conceptual error when loading an absorber plate pckage, since ifthe line operstor is
awar ofh1gh..CriticalitY (I) fuel assembly that Is being loaded, absorber rods will be placed into
the fuel assembly. Ifthe nimber ofPWR WPs expected to be loaded in one year Is 200 packages
(from Key Assumption 3, Reference 7.9), then the frequency of a PWR waste package being
misloaded such that the criticality design basis could be exceeded Is (5.83 x 104X20) =
1.17 x la*yr. (The expected number of PWR WPs to be loaded is estated by s=Ing the
total iumber ofthe five tes of PWR WPs shown in Table 3.9 of Ret 7.9 and dividimg by 24
years, the time required to load all of the fuel assemblies.)

When considerig a recovery factor of 0.9 for both the WP selection and FA selection, the total
probability of misload reslg In potentially exceeding the criticality design basis Is 5.82 x le.
This probability is estimated by changing the value of the recovery factor for WP-norrect, FA-
concept, and FA-seect from 0.0 to 0.9 (see Atahment VI). This wMl change the appropriate
values ofthe HEP with recovery for these three actions in the decmsion tree as per the discussion
inSecdon5.3.3. SincetheHEPsareintegmatedinthedecisiontmeelogictheresut isnota
straight multiplcation of the probabilty with a 0.0 recovery factor. Accordingly, the frequencyof
a PWR waste package mnisload resfting in poetialy exceeding the criticality design basis is
(5.82 x 107(200) - 1.16 x 104/yr. Depending on the actual procedures and processes used to
load the fael assemblies into the waste packages, the expected frequency would be bounded by
these values.

The results of the regression analysis for both the no absorber and the absorber plate cases for
PWR-A are smmarized below. The R-squared (RE) value shown below indicates the ability of
the regression expression to predict the misload probabilit, the doser to 1.0, the better the
predictive value. Other factors that can be examined to evate the regression fit are the
Sificzance Ffor the regression and the P-valve for the coefficients; the smaller these values, the
better the regression fit. These parameters and other details of the regression analysis are
available in Attadcment VIIL Note the P-value for the nteept of the regression expression is
relatively lare, but the intercept is considered a necessary part of the model and retained
regardless oftheP-alue. These observations are also applicable to the results in Sedons 6.2
through 6.5.
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PWR-A No Absorber
R-squared 0399300S32

Tntercept 1.0639E406
I -0.00019831

MKZ 7.9050SE-06
LK'M 2.68078E-OS
LK 0.000201046
MK -S.8763E-06

PWR-A [AbsoxberPlate
R-squwaed [ 09986142

Intercept S.96767EB06
MK .0.00020824
MK 0.000208447
LX*MK .0.0002103

6.2 Results for Case PWR-B I

For the nominal values of the PW&-B case, the following table sumarizes the results, Le., the
probability of a misload leading to exceeding criticality design basis:

I t

No Absorber I Absorber Plates I crotal
Concept 4.76E.06 0.00E+00 4.76E-06
Selection S.35E-05 1.74E-07 S.37E-05
Total . 583E-M S L74E-07 ESSE-05

As indicated above, the Selection (2)r results (for nisloading two fiel assetblies on selection
errors) is orders ofnmagnitude less hanether the conceptual or selection errors, and and therefore
was not evahled for this case. The selection ror is approximately an order and half magnitude
greater than the conceptual error. There can not be a conceptual error when loading an absorber
plate package, since if the Line operator is aware a high-criticality ON) fuel assembly Is big
loaded, absorber rods wi be placed into the fel assmb. Since the no absorber package and
the absorber rod package ar idtical, the no absozbee label is used for both types. If the
number of PWR WPs expected to be loaded in one year is 200 packages (from Key Assumption
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3, reference 7.9), the fiquency of a PWR waste package bang tnisloaded such that the criticality
design basis could be exceeded is (5.85 x 104X200) = 1.17 x le/yr.

When considering a recovezy fictor of 0.9 for both the WP selection and FA selection, the total
probabilty of misoad resulting in potentiy exceedg the criticality design basis is 5.87 x 10.
Thus the fiequency of a PWB waste package mansload resulting in potentially exceeding the
criticality design basis is (5.87 x 104 200) - 1.17 x 103/yr. Depending on the actual procedures
and processes used to load the fuel assemblies into the waste packages, the expected fiequency
would be bounded by these values.

The results of the regression analysis for both the no absorber and the absorber plate cases for
PWR-B are summarized below. Details of the regression anaysis are available in Attachment
vim.

PWR-B - No Absorber
R-squared 0.998837064

Coefficents
ntct 0.000209131

___ 1 0.000209584
LK -0.00020638
MK -0.00O0371

PWR-B AbsorberPlate
R-sq=red 0.998523n18

Coefficents
Inercept 5.96135E-09
MK2 -9.9905E-06
MK 909895E-06
LKI;MK -1.0087E-05

6.3 Reults forCasePWR-C

For the nominal values ofthe PWR-C case, the following table summarizes the results, Le, the
probability of a misload leading to exceeding criticality loading criteria:
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g U

No Absorber Absorber Plates Absorber Rods I (Totay)
Concept 4.68E-06 2.96E-07 0.00E4OQ 4.98E-06_

selection S.OlEO5 3.6SE-06 0.OOE3+00 5.37E-05
Selection (2) 2.13E-09 ULM6-1 I 0.OOE+00 2.15E-09
Total __I&47E-05 3-94E.-06 I .OOE+00 I 87E-OS

As indicated above, the 'Selection (2)"results (for misloading two fuel assemblies on selection
errors) is orders of magnitude less than either the conceptual or selection errors. The selection
error is approximately an order and halftmagnitude greater than the conceptual aror. There can
be no aiioad into the "rod" packages, since the criticality control is assumed inherent in the
package In this case. If the number ofPWR WPs expected to be loaded in one year is 200
packages (from Key Assumption 3, Reference 7.9), then the fiequency of PWR waste package
being mnisloaded such that the criticality design basis could be exceeded is (5.87 x 10OW00)
1.17x IOVyr.

When considering a recovey fictor of 0.9 for both the WP selection and FA selection, the total
probability of misload resulting i potentially exceeding the criticality design basis is 8AS x l0e.
Thusthe fiequenry of a PWRwaste package misload result in potentiay xceeding the
criticality design basis is (8AS z W"j(200) = 1.69 x 10/yr. Depending on the actual procedures
and processes used to load the fuel assemblies into the waste packages, the epected frequency
would be bounded by these values.

The results of the regression anasIs for both the no absorber and the absorber plate cases for
PWR-C are surnmarized below. Details ofthe regression analysis are available in Attachment
vim

PWR-C I No Absorber
R-squared I 0.999S44201

Intercept _ 4.23477E-06
I$;2 -0.00021378

MK2 1.91724E-05
LK*MK 1 .72634E.05
LK - 0.000214066
MK -1.839605
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PWR.C j AbsorberPlate
R-squad | 0.997872071

Intercept J 43S403E-07
MKj -0.00022734

MK 0.000227933
LKMK I -0.000233S3

6.4 Results for Case PWR-D

For the nominal values ofthe PWR-D case, the following table summarizes the results, Le., the
probability of a niload leading to exceeding criticality loading citeria

I q

No Absorber Absorber Plates (Toan
Concpt 4.86E-06 I .OOE+00 4.86E.06

Selection 5.09E-05 1 .OOE+00 S.09E-05Total 5.5E-OS 0.OOE+00 5.SSE-0S

As indicated above, the aSelection (2) results (for misloading two fuel assemblies on selection
errors) is orders ofmagnitude less than ether the conceptual or selection errors, and therefbre
was not evaluated for this case. The selection error is appr a an order and halfmagnitude
graer than the concept error. There can neither a conceptual nor selection error when
loading an absorber plate package, since this case assumes the absorber rods are already loaded in
the high-criticality (HK) fel! assemblies. Since the no absorber package and the absorber rod
package are indistinguisable La this case, the 'no absorber" label is used for both types. If the
number of PWR WPs expected to be loaded in one year is 200 packages (from Key Assumption
3, Referece 7.9), then the fiequency of a PWR waste package being misloaded such that the
criticality design basis could be exceeded is (S.58 x I0200)- 1.12x 104/yr.

When considering a recovery factor ofO.9 for both the WP selection and FA selection, the total
probabity of£misload rsling in potential exceeding the criticality design basis is 5.60 x I0V.
Thus the fiequency of a PWB vwaste package misload resulting in potentially exceeding the
criticality design basis is(.60 x 10k)(200)= 1.12 x 10/4 yr. Depending on the actual procedures
and processes used to load the fuel assemblies into the waste packag the exected fiequency
would be bounded by these values.

The results of the regression analysis for the no absorber case for PVR-D are summarized below.
For case PWR-D, no misloads into a WP with absorber plates is possible, since absorber rods are
preloaded into the fuel assemblies. Details of the regression analysis are available in Attachment
VIM

I
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PWR-D | No Absorber
R-squared I 0.999814996

Coeh csemr
Intercept 4.85696E-06

K1 4-0.00021173
MK 0.000210616

6C5 Results for Case BWR

For the nominal values of the BWR case the following table summarize the results, Le., the
probabit of a misload leading to exceeding criticality loading criteria

I No Absorber PlTh|ck Plates I (Total) |
Concept 4.82E-06 1.61E-07 O.OOE40 1 4.98E-06
Selection 8.84E-OS 0 3.14E-06 O.OOE+00 9.15E-05
Selection (2) 724E09. 9.58E-12 O.OOE+00 725E-09
Total 9.32E-0 I 3.30E-06 O.OOB+OO 9.6SE-05

As Indicated above, the 'Selection (2)" results (for misloading two fiel assemblies on selection
errors) is orders ofmagnitude less than either the conceptual or selection errors. The selection
erro is appr an order and halfmagnitude greater than the conceptual error. There can
not be a misload into the Thick Plate waste package Ifthe number ofBWRWPs xpected to be
loaded in one year is 120 packages(fom Key Assumption 3, refaence 7.9), the frequency of a
BWR waste package beingnTisloaded such that the criticality design basis could be exceeded is
(9.65 x 104120) - 1.16 x 04 /yr. The number of expeced BYWR waste packages to be loaded
per years is calculated inamannerdinarto PWRs describoedin Section6.1.

When considerg a recovery fictor ofO.9 for both the WP selection and FA selection, the total
probability of misload resulting in potentialy exceeding the criticality design basis is 9.59 x i0.
Thus the frequency ofa BWR waste package misload resulting in potentially exceeding the
criticality design basis Is (9.S9 x 10')(120)= 1.15 x 10/4 yr. Depending on the actual procedures
and processes used to load the fuel assemblies into the waste packages, the expected frequency
would be bounded by these values.

The results of the regression analysis for both the no absorber and the absorber plate cases for
BWR ae surmarized below. Details of the regression analysis are available in Attachment VEI
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BWRP No absorber
R-squared 0.999374599

Inercept T 4.69836E-07
r -X21 -0.000453153

LK 0.0004S624

BWR AbsorberPlate
R-squared 0.93357571

COefficients
Intercept S S.17856E-06
MKF .0.000350922
MK - 0.000393047
LKMK .0.000475537

6.6 Final Obserations

Despite the number of d Ering assumptions made to generate cases PWR-A, PWR-B, PWR-C,
and PWR-D, the results do not substantially differ. Ihe most non-conservative case (PR-D) is
only marnly better than the other cases. On the who!e, the probability of a misload leading
exceeding cicality design basis is approximately 0.01 packageyear. This is true for both PWR
and BWR feil assemblies.

The expected number ofPWR waste packages to be misloaded over the entire loading period (24
years) is approximately (0.01)(24) - 024 waste package Similaldy, the expected number of
misloaded BWR waste packages is 0.24 waste packages. Therfore, it is aepected that less than
one waste package/ate form combination will be misloaded in the entire repository at the
completion of the loading phase.

The tables following the decision trees in Attameurmts I through V show the results based on the
waste pacage tpe (e.g., for PWRs, no absorber, absorber plate, and absorber rod). These
relts show that the no absorber waste package are more lIlD* to be misloaded; this is expected
since there is no additional criticality controls built into these waste packages. Wihout the no
absorber waste packaes available for loading (ie., eliminate that waste package design), the
fiequency of misload would drop by approximately one order of magnitude.
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The sensitivity analysis performed by including a recovery factor for the human error when they
occurred (and notjust at the end of the loading process), decreased the probability ofa misload
leading to exceeding criticality loading criteria by about an order of magnitude. This was driven
by the choice ofthe recovezy factor of 0.9. A more representative value can be used when there
is a greate understanding of the loading process, and what checks and balances exist for
confiring operator actions. However, when using a recovery factor of .9, the expected number
of misloaded waste packages (either PWR or BWR) over the entire loading period (24 years) is
approximately 0.001 x 24 = 0.024 waste packages.

The R-squared values for each of the regression expressions is hig% indicating the genertsed
regression expressions will be good predictors ofthe probability of a misload leading to exceeding
the criticality design basis as a function offuel assembly percentages.

Relying on these results from a distinct criticality concern Is conservative. Human errors Wi not
be made on a strictly criticality basis (Le., errors will result in a combination of aiticality and
thermal limit concerns). From examination of the decision trees, it is lear that they only
approximate the large number of combinations in which a misload might occur. As an alternative
to the methods presented here, a simultion (eg., Monte Calo simulation) could be performed
that would accurately model the comination of errors leading to a waste package with a possible
thermal and/or criticality consequence. Such a simulation could more comprehensively consider
the arrangement of the storage area, the actual number of stored assemblies, the distribution of
fuel assemblies as they arrive in the transport casks, the probability that the absorber rod is not
present (when required), etc. These issues were too complex to handle within the decision tree
fiameworE

This analysis should be revisited as the details are developed of how the fuel assemblies are
handled from the time they are removed fiom the transport casks to the time they are placed into
a waste pacIage. Details concerning the procedures and operational practices can be used to
fither refine the human error probabilities used in this analysis.
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8. Ataclibmenls
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PWR-A Decision Tree Endstate Notes
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Endstate notes are provided forjust the PWR-A decision tree. The other PWR cases and the
BWR case decision trees are of a smilar structure as PWR-A such that these endstate notes
should serve as an illustrative example to penrit the reader to follow and understand the decision
tree event sequences for any of the decision trees in Attachments I - V.

Endstate Eudatate Nota for Case WR-A Exceeding Criticality Loading Criteria Decision Tree
PA-I F criticalit ccers. te opear pfmed cvey task correctly. Mhut is. one of dhe nauorber

waste paciales was selected for low Meactvit fel assembby.
PA-2 For crilicality cncerns, the eperatorperfbaned every task correctly, excpt the final veification.

TherforethreIsnoacriicality mcnendueto misladighowevcrthe fuel assmblyrecords~ are
MAYtobecorruptedL

PA-3 The opeadomad a conceptual eor deciding whh fiuel assembly to ad, so the decision =e is
mtd to oly creffd a mbis (Lc, M, HE;. Am range criticality f asembly

Ii laded intoawustepackagewih no absmtberplatesbut teaerrorisdentified and corrcted
_ _ ~~9=16 ocessfol Verificatim
PA-4 The opertor made a conceptualmro decliding which fiel assemnblytoblad so the decision fee is

limited to Only Incarrect fel assemblies (c., M~ HK). Amid-rang criticality (1M fue assezmbly.-
is loaded into a waste package with no absorber plates. but the error is not idenifed. or cmorrcted,
thrag verification creating a possible criticali comcern due to misloadleg No credit is given for

__________ recovery as fuel assemblies are corximed toh loaed.e
PA-SPA-6 Ile operator made a coeptual deciding which fuel assmbly to load, so the decision tree is

tEd to o*nl corr fl mblies (eM, H) A hih-range criticality ( )fel assembly
Is lodinto awstepawlge wih no absmberplats, bu e t hci s am conciieptdal selctionerro

e Lne o ato w ioadabsober rodsinto thefuc a cmblypor to oading, therfo r thbee isno
criticaltyc mncern nly an economic one, forusing-awaste packagewithabsober plates
______ um sas If veification o cot sucessfil t assembly records arm liklyto be corrupted.

PA-7iPA- The cpaor ma afel assembly relection. eror. The operator ca elet fro all ef dte available
fuelassmbly typs, ithany of hepossibleaerialityrangeincluding thoe tpetatwasmoiginally
intended Theopcratorhasset a fuie assembly of the e tpe Intended for ts waste packag
Therefore, with orwitout msucessful verification, the Is no criticality concern due to iloa&ng,t
however, Without successfu verification, the ful- assembly records are lIe to be corrumted.

PA-9 The operatorm a fuel assembly election el -r. The epertor can ele from all of the available
fuel assembltypesW with a ofthe possible cril ranges, including the Wetht was originaly
;te. The oeratorthassl amid-criticaity fuel assembly, but the error is identified
and correcae f su oessful verification.

PA-D Theoperatorms afuelassemblyselectoncrro. The perator can select from f thef available
fiul assembl es, with ay of the possfible criticality rn e including the tpe ta was rgaW ll
intended The operatr has selected a mid-criticality 4 fue assembl but Ce enror is not
identified or corrected ftoughvieicaon. creating a possible criticality concer due to misloading.

PA-1 The pamaes uel asseblyelectionrror Te opetorcan sdectfrm ll fe avable
l assembly tpes, with ay ofthe possile ity r s icludng e type that was orially

Ied. e T perator has slected a hig-icaity ( l smbly, but Ihe e r is Identified
ind corrected through successfll verification.

PA-ll e opetormakeadfuea mbl ectonerar. ThcperatorcanselectiomSRlofteavailable
fil a mbly , w i w any fhe posle tc ty ges iluding he type that was orialy
Intended h operat has slcted ahigh-aiicality fuel assembly, but th aermis not
Idenified or corrected trug verfication, creating a possible itiat concer due to zbuilo

______ _ Note: since this wa eleton ero, the opertr will not place absorber rods in the fulel aeml.

I
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Endstate Endstate Notes for Case PWR-A EFceedin C l adin Criteria De&IOn Tree
PA-13iPA-14 F cr alyconcerns, Th operator has selected (via a conceptual wer) th wrong waste packge (a

package I absrr pltes he opeator selects ihe biel asdembly w-cticalty), and
since bis package can hane any fuel asmbly i the low-criticality and mid-critieality ange, tre
isnoance ofacriticalitycoacern However, unless corrected tbouh =ccessu verification (Lc.,
PA-13), the 64lasscmblyrcords ame lil to be corrpted and an econmic Impactmay cc c (L.

_ PA-14).
PA-ISJA-16 For iticia tconcerns, the operator has selected (via a conceptal arr) t wong waste p (a

paage ih absore plates) The pertor mad a coepu crr dedig hid ful assembly
to load, so the decision e is 1lme to olY inc ct fel amblies e., M E. A mIda
csr y fil a bl Is loadedinto a wastpackewithabsobrplates dwiich w d no t
lead to acriticaliyconcern. Howcvr. udess corected swcessful veficon (Le. PA-I S).

.______ the fid asembbxecords are likey to be coarupted and an econoic Impact may ocur (Le. PA-16)
PA-177RA-18 For criiality cm ns the operator has seectd (via a conptu ae ) the wrong waste package (a

paage with bsoder plates The operator mad a conctal emr deciding which fuel assembly
tO bad soc te ddite b limited to elyinct fl assblies (Le,MK, I . Ahl-anige
cicality fe=l amb loaded into a waste pa e vwith r pla, b ut since t bis is a
coaceptual slcdt err Cc Une operator will load absorber rods into the fd assembly prior to
loading. thererei ihere is no criticality oncern, only an econic one, for wsing a wast package
with ab berplates unnecessaily. vec liois not scessLtheel a blyrecrds are
_ _lvtobecruPte&

PA-19JPA-20 Forcriticality conce ft operatorhas selected (via acnceptual arror) the wrongwaste pacae (a
pacage with absorberplates). The rator akes fuel assembly seecti error. The opetor con
select frm all of dhe atilable l asembly typ, with any of the possible cri ta nns,
;cudmgthe t wpeaw as og llyitended Ihoperatorhasslecteda assemblycofthe

rame intendd for tiswaste padcage, Therefe withorwhout scssfulveifiaiontris
no criticality concern due to msloadig. hwever without oxcessful verificati he fiel assembly
rcords are hiketrobe co te

PA-2U'PA-22 For criticality cocns, the operator has lected (via a conceptua r) the wrong waste padcge (a
pa sge with dbrberplats). The perato r a afuL asemblyselect r e operastor an
select fm all of tie available f aembly s, with any of the possible crificality ranges,

cdingtetypethtwasrgnalyinteded (iheoperatohasseectedafelassemblyinft
diticaliy nnge for which ts waste packg wi absmie plates is designed to handle

Th.refowihrwitotfsuccessflverificati hereisnocrcal com duetoisloadg.
howevr. wit successfulveificaton, he fi assbly records are liklr to be omt

PA-23 For critical concens, the cperator has selected (va a conceptual crror) the wrong waste pacag (a
packewith bsorber plates) Thc peratnaks da d na ssmblyselecti rcror. The operatocan
sdect fomall ofthe rcava le fel asmblyy s, wi anyof he possible cricalitrngs,

cludig the tpe that was ialyInended The opeathas selecd el assmrb e the
high-critialt range for an absotber plate paSge (possible criticai concarn, but the err is
.d ified and corrected through sucssfl veification. Note: since this was a selection error, the

________ operator Wiml nut place absore ds in the fil ssmbly.
PA-24 Forcriticalityconc=s t operator bas selected (via a concptal crr) the wrong waste paige (a

paae wihbsorberplates). Teop etorak afuelassembly selectionerar. Theoperatorcan
select fum all of the available eL assembly tgpea, with any of the possible ciicalit ranges,

cludi g te te thatwarinalyintendedM [)T operator has selected afele assembly athe
high-criticality range fran absorber plate packe (possible criticality cncern) but the arror is not
identfied rcorrected through verificaion, creating a possible kcrt critiduonc en de to adin
Note: since this was a lectimnro he opeatr will not place absber rods in tbe fued a ly.

I
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Erdstate Endstate Note for Cue PWR-A Exeeding Critalty lding Crt Desion Tree
PA-2SPA-26 F eonc ns, ths opetr has selected (via c eptual mr) the w g waste package (

paclaie iteded fio fe asmblies with aborbrods). The oper-ator selects the intcoded l
assembly Gow-criticulity), and since bis packaige can handle fe assemblies in the low-critilty,
ther is no chance ofa acricality concen. However, nle corrected though successful verification
(C. PA-) te fe assmably recrds ae likely to be corrupted and an economic impact my occu
iCLe.PA-126)

PA-27 For criticality concrs, the oerator has selected (via a c=ctual ) the wrong waste package (a
pacaige nerdedfel lasmblieswith absmberods). lheoertor a conceptu rro
decding which fld ambly to la so te decision te is limited to only Incorrct fuel ssemblies
(iLeIK, iEK). Amid-nge caiticltyM fdl smblyisn l edinto a wase package wth no
daberplateswhiicoh d lead to acritility cnern. but the m is dtied and cected
_tboufi u6cesfil verification.

PA-28 Fa oer zisg eperator has sdected (via a coceptuaror) the wrong wate packg (a
package taidedfreassemblies with absorberods heopratmadeaconceptalrro
decidingw ich w flasebtolo sotedesiontebesliited tooly otfeaessmblies

, eMMQ H L Amid-rae cticality M fl mbly is Lbadedinto a wte pa wih no
asxbsr plaes which oold lad to acritcaitycoacem , but he is not idti d orcocted
thr icaincreatg a poible tcalit cm = due to misloa_ ig.

PA-29QPA-30 Focricality coocems, themperator has selected (via a coneptu ciror) te wrong waste package (a
pacp Intended rfad mblies with absorber ds) The operator m a conceptual ror
de.dg wich feldaeblytooasothdecsinteeis bitdtoolybn rc eassblies
(LC., MK, I) A g a cicaity el s=bly isaded Into a oabsber waste
pacage, but ince this is a conceptual selection eor, th Line operator will oad asrber tods into
he uel mblypriortobloing theo etheis criicali1ty cr. E rificationisnot
uccesl the elwblyecds are likelytobe coupted.

PA-3IPA-32 For c ticai con s, the r ha sedected (vi a c mcptl r) th ngwaste page (a
package ite fr ulismbles with absoberrods) e operator msaful asmbly
selection eror. The opeat cslcect from al of the av le fuel asmbly tpes, wi aofthe
possible critcaliranges inlin the type t was aly itd x). The operator has
selected afuel ssembly of dhe same We intended forthis waste paclkg herfore, with orwii&xht
scesful vezification. there is no criticality caern due to misloading howeer, wiut ozccessu
_ _ vfication, the fiel assembly records ame likeY to be corruted.

PA-33 For criticalt concerns, the operatorhas sdelcted (via a concepta l cs ) te roogwaste P (a
paage i fr h fel dass lies wiab ber ds). The rar makes a flaebly
sdelectionerro heo torcanslecfrom all afthe available fd emb yp wh anofthe
posiblea ficalityrng including te etawasogafly intende The operatorbas
slected a mid-criticality M ful assembly. but thc ro is identifed and corrected trough

. __ _ . verissfiication.
PA-34 For criticality concerns, the peratorhas selected (va a conceal ertor) the wrog waste packae (a

package inteofo rfuelssmblies ithabsrberrods). Te operador es fue assby
seection rr. Tbe p tor can seect m al f the avalable fuel assebly types, vwith a mrdthe
possible aciiclanges, includigthetypcet was originly ). heoperatorbas
selected a mid-criticality M el assmbly, but the Merr Is not idntified or corrected thrwugh
verfication, creatg a possible criticality conc due to sloadin.

PA-35 Fo ritcalt conens te operator has letd (via a c cptal ) tbe wmog waste pae (a
pacag ededforfuelasseieslwith absoberr ). Theoperatorm s afuel assby

lectionrr. The opeatr ca select frm dl ofde avable uel assembly , wit any of te
possible ilicalityang cldng ghe type t was rginay int I The o atorhas
selcd c mid-cri ity H L assmbly, but the cr is tified and crcted ths#gh
succesfulverification.

(
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Eimhstae Endstate Notes for Cae PWR-A Exceeding CritIcality odlnng Crieria Dcision Tree
=

PA-36PA-35 F or ocem s, the operator has selected (v a concptual cur) the wrong waste pacage (a
package ended for lasmblies witab brods). The operatormaksa assembly
seectionaerrr. heopeatoprcanSelet tallhedavalablc easmblytye withanyofthe
possible iicalityanges cluding th type t was oiBay intended . The eator has
selected a hgHci ti f assembly, bu the eCrr is not dentified or corrected through
verfication, creating a posiblec criticalty concern due to miloadig Note: sce tis was a selection
error dhe or~eatw wil not Place absorber rod in the fuel assmbly.

*PA-37 For Criticality Concerns, the Operator has selected Mhe wrongwat pak -e(nST package).I
anything but an STrf assembly is loaded into fiis paage, he erwiMl be always be corrected
though verification. lan ST fud assembly is loaded into this padne, and ve cation is not
successful (not shown n the decison tr4e). then there is st no critical concern, howeer, thc fiel

._______ assembby records are hlklyto be ceomntd.
PA-38 For critic concerns, die operator pefrmed every tak correcty. Ta is, oem f thc ab ber

_ plate wase pacages was selected for a mid-range reactiit AO assembly.
PA-39 For criticality conCeaS, the opator perfrmed every ts correctly. eept th findl verification.

Therefao there is no criticality cem due to misloading, however. he fil assemblyrcords are
______Eklyto be cnpted&

PA40/PA-41 IIe operatormadc a coacemal erordeciding which el assembly to losd, so Ibe decision tec is
lited to only inc tfueembles (e, IKE . A low-rnge critcality X) fe assembl Is
loaded into a wasLe pakage with absorter plates WUhic would not lead to critcality concran.

ower Unless rrcted hrough ccesfl vrificato(,PA40), the fel assemblyrecords ar
elely to be corrupted and an economic impact may occur (Lc, PA-41)

PA42PA43 he peatormade conceptualmor deciding which d assmbly to load, so te decidon tee is
iiiedto only icct fe a mbles (L Ahighsnae criticalH K felassembly

b loded into waste pa e wi thabsbr plate butsnctisisaoeptalectneo.the
he op t ill load mrbrds into the flasmblyprirto loading ef , th is no

citaiy *coc onyeconm c e, foruing a waste pacag ih absorbr plat
__ ecessal.f verificaon Is not successl t e asmblyrords am lakly to be comrrpted.

PA-44JPA45 Mme %ratorm a e assembly selection ror. The operator can slct from al ote avariable
e assembly t with any of the possile caticatyrane cudingh tope that was orgnlly

hictaded. The operatr has seecteda owmhcri ficaiy ul asmbly (L). Thereforeqwih orwitout
successful vification, te ino crclily comoem due to misloadi. however, without successful

__________ Verification, the Awel assemblyracords am iEmly to be corrupted.
PA.46PA47 he perator mikes a fel assembly selection emr. Tie operator can seect frm all of tLh availab

fd mblyp, with ny of th possmb e ayr iudingf type ta was inay
tended T peato has sedecte ael assa bly ofthe smee inteded for this waste packag
K Therefo witrwitot Sucessful verification the is no criticality con en deto

mislading, however withiout successMu vcrification~ te fuel assemblyrecords are likely to be
_____ corupted
PA-48 Theperatorm a lasseiblyselectionerrr. hecpatorcnselectfalofheavaiable

fue ussemblytWm, wiy of the possble criticality m sM in luding the typ that was oighIaly
inended. Te opetor has selected a high-criticality ( fuel assembly, but the error is idectified
and corrected through successfll verification.

PA49 Thecopentorm s aflassemblyselecticnerror. Teoperatorcanseectfromalflo tavai
fuel a mb pes, wih ay of the poble criticality ran iluding h tpe Ihat was y
ihtded The opetoras eted a high-citicality uels bly, but the rror is not
cdentified orcorrected thu verific a catingapossiblerili ctce due tomiloadn&
Not: nce ti was a selctio r, opetorw not pl brb od in &e fuel a mbly.

I
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EndsteI Endstate Notes for Case WR-A Exceeding Crcaft Loadm Criteri Decision Tree
PA-SO Forariticality concerns, e operator has slected (via a conepta or) the wng waste package (a

package wh no absber). The orator selects ter intded fe assebly (mid-cricali), and
sincelhispackageca andlethefusmblythreIs dach of a criicalitconcrbut

aror is idccessied adu cond lgh s verffication.
PA-SI For aiticality conces h operato hs sehed (via. a *nceptual arr) lbe wrong wagte package (a

package wih no absober) 7be operato sects t intended fil assembly (id-criticality) and
since this package cma not handle the U fud assembly, ther is a chnc of a criicaity Cncen, but
the err is not identfied or cmsected trugh verificati, creating a possible criticat concern due

._______ to misloadinx
PA-S2PA-S3 For critalty concerns, th oparator has selected (vi a conceptual error) the wrong wate package (a

packagev w ih bsorber). he Opcraor da co p alrr deciding whichfu assembly to
load. so the decision e is lim to nly coe ful assemblies (Le.IX HK A low-ang
citicality (L e asembly is loaded into a wase package with no absmber which would not lead
to a eraicalityccem . However, umless cocrected though saccessfil ve cation (m. PA-52), the
fhel assembly rcomds are ike to be cammted and an economic impact ocr C. PAM-3).

PA-S4JPA-SS For ticat cncemns, the peratorhas selected (va a conceptual error) Ihe wrong wasepackage (a
packawith noab r). he opratoraecceptu rordecidgwhichfuela mblyto
load, sothe decisio tee s limited to onlyc rect fl a mblies (ie, IX. A high-ang
aiticali (HKh assembly is loaded into a waste package with no absorber, but since this is a
conceptual electioa ror. the Line opcrator will load absosber mds into 1Se fel assemblr pier to
loadin& t fe tIhefe Is vo critclict cncr Ifvrificai not succs, t ful assmbly

,_ records areli tobecoupted.
PA-S6RA-S7 For cicait concerns, th peator has selected (ia a cocest arr) the wrong waste package (a

package with no absober). The operator - s afhelassmblywl em ror. he operator can
elect from dl of he avaiable fsel ssembly tps, wi anyof the posbleiablitranges,

uding the type tha soigialyiendedo ) Theperatorhas selected alow-criticaity
( fel assmblyw ich wl be place Inano absoberwaste pacage wiu criticlt concrmL
Thc rwith or withot uccssfui verificaintheIsnocrtcaltycncedetomloa&
however witout succssful vefcation, the fixe assembly recrds are likelY to be comrrtd.

PA-SS Foraitcoces the peratrbassele d (via acoctaler) the waongwastcpackag (a
package with no absber). Ie operao makes ahel assembly selection crro. The opet can
select fim all of the aaable feld assembly s, with any of dthe possible cticalit ranges,
incgu gtee thatwas ogwaly ntended I. The operathas selectd mid-cality
_ feld assably. but the emor is Rkntified and em ected throuph scessftl vcrification.

PA-59 For criticalt concerns the eator has selected (va a conceptual error) he wrong wase package (a
package with no absber) e U operator akesafueLaseblyslectioncra. he operatr can
select fm all of the vaible fuel assembly Ops. wit any ofth possible iicalty rige,
including he tpe that was riginally intended OMR). The operator has selected a mid-citicality
(M) 6ud assembly, but te errois not identified or ecTected through veification, creating a
__ ssble criticality concern due to misloadiax

PA.60 Forar ity concerns. th operator has selected (via a conc error) the w g waste package (a
package wih no absdbcr). Tbe peator makes afe asmbly selcto er mr. The operator cam
select from all af he available fuel assembly typcs. wi th an of the possIble citiaityra ns,
including the e that was aiginally e M . The opeator has slected a hig

_________ (IlKO fuel assembly; but the eror is identified and corrected tlrouph successful verification.
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Endsite EndtatNotesforCasePWR-AExcedn!Crt tloadin Critei DerisionTree
PA461 Forciticalconcerns, the operatohasselected (viaconceptal or) the wrcg wastepackage (a

package with no absorer). Ihe prator makes a fi assembly selection ero Te cpattor can
sdect fr l of the available i assembly Wpes with any ffte possible citicality rans
includingtheype tat was ;riginly intd M . The operat has selected a bigh-criticality
HK) assembly but te eo is not identified or corrected ;th gh verification, creating a

posable critlit concern due to mnisloadin& Not: since this was a selection error. the opeator will
ad place asmber rods in the hid assemblT.

PA.62 Forcriticality ancems, th operator has sdected (via a ccet error) the wrong wate package (a
pa. e intdedforfuel assembies with absber ds) he operator selects the mteded hd
assembly (zdd-criicality , and since is package ca hotha e the MKW essembly. tcr u a

_chane Ofas criticalitry cacern. bu the err is dentified and cted Crough succesf veification.
PA.63 For citicar concerns, eperator has seected (via a concepual ) te wrong waste package (a

package intend for d assembies with absrber rods). The o t selects the Itended be
assemblYmd-crticarty)a incethispackagc=nothande heK hassembly,ltereis a
.ne of a criticit oance but tbe aror is not identified arcorrected trough verificatiMn
creatina tpossible ait concern due to misoadintL

PA-64JPA-65 Fcc caly concrns, e operatorhas selected (via * conceptual ear=r) Ihe wvog wae package
( e td fr hid s bles wi absber ods). he operato madeaconetaleor
didg which el asseb to loa4 so the decision tree is limited to only nr et M assemblies
(LC.U1HI A lw-a crclity fid assbly is loed into a waste pacage with no
absober which vwn d not lad toa criicalit concern. Hwever,os corrected thogh successfil
verification (LeFA-). lhe hid assembly records likely to be cornmted and an economic Imac
_ma occ (Le.,PA.W

PA4&)A-67 For aiicity concerns the operator has selected (va a conceptual ero) th wrong waste package
pckage int fribd ass blies withabsbrrods). The ratr madacone a
dig which hd as bly to loa& so he decision tee is limitedto ony incorect id amblies
(Lc.M IK ; ) Ahih ge cr ality u id as bly is lded ito waste pa ge with no
absacrb, but ince this a co t selc errr, he line opetr wi oa bsober rods into

the mblyriettor lo g, t frc , thc e so critici cncemr. 1 f verification is not
successful, the hd assembly recomds ame Riely to he corrute&

PA-6SPA.69 Foeriticalty concerns, fth operator has selected (via a conceptual erro) the wrong waste package (a
pacge inte r id aemblies wi dabsmberrods). The operst aas a iel assembly
selection error. The operat can select from al of the available had assembly e, with aq of te
possible crcaty rmnges cludln te etatwasoriginay thete ndedQ Q. iThe opcr has
ctd a low-ciica (X id massbly w i Mbephae in a no absober wasLe package Wit

no ariicalit concers Therioe with or wihout successfl verification, te is no criicalty
cocem due to isoadin& howee, without successfu verification, l assembly r mer c
liMlAYtobe corrupted

PA-70 For ciicalty concrns, th op&e=t has seected (via a coeptual er) the wrong waste package
(page itended for fel assemblies with absre rods). The eator makes afiel assembl
selectin e he epator can sdect fm all of Ithe avalble fl a mbl types, with y cf lhe

; possle crbiuaicaihtyrans cuding t e ~ t at o alyintededM Teoperaor has
selected am id-criticali (M ) id Smbly, but th ar is ientified and corrected thro

.: sccef verification.
PA-71 Fo crict concen the oprato aS selected (via a concptua or) he wrong waste package

(package inte dfor assWmblies vih absober rods). The operator akes a assembly
selection er. he ator can lect fm a of ie le fu a mbly types with anyof gLe
posible itltY rangsicuding the e that ws ogaly itedd . he p has
selected a miditicait M. h assembly, but the ermr is not detifed or ceted throug
verfication crMeg a possible crntcl concern due to misloadig
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Endstate Endstte Notes for Case PWR-A Exceeding C rdtcalty Leading Critera DechIon Tree
PA-72 Foritcalitycne us, the opeator has selected (via a m pt or) the wrong waste age

(package Inteded for felassemblies withabsoaber rods). Theoperatornismake ulassembly
seeioneor. Th ortcan sdectfr l o eavailablel mbltypes. with ay of the
possile criticditnges, icudg the tybpe wsa n yintdd e erator has
selected a htommciticalit (K fue assembly, but tie arro Ls identified and corrcted throug
_ _ messfid verificafion.

PA-73 Fraiticality coacems, the operator has selected (via a concept ror) he wrong waste package
(package inded for lmblies ih ab brods) I he or mas a fuel assembly
slectioncamr. The operaorcan aelecfimnlfteavaiablem fe eassembly r tpes, with aof thc
posilcriicalitanges, cudig the tpc at was ay itde O he operator as
s ed a hgf-cricalityg fuel assembly, but the rrr is notIdentifi orcoectedthrough
vifict eaing aposb cita lityconen deto msloaing. sincelhiswas aseection

________ er~ror the Operator wMl not place absomber rods in the fiel assemnbly.
PA-74 For crtclity concens, the oerator bas selected the wog waste pacSkge (an ST package). If

arq1hing but an STMfe assembly is loaded into ths package the erro wil be always be correted
through verification. Ifan ST fuelassmbly isloaded intothispackagand verificationis not
uz~ossMu (not shown an the deccsio tree), then thmr is stil no criticality concen. however the uLd
_ _ assemblvy rcos are Ielytobecrupted.

PA-75 Forcnticalyc s, teop itfo ncedcveytaskccy. Thsatzsoneofpackages
intende d frblieswith absorberrods was selectedforthiph-rnge reacyivitrfil a bl.

PA-76 Fcr citi ty conca ns th op eatr perfor ed ev task orrectly. cept nal verfication.
Thercfbre there is no criticality concen due to miloading& however thc Awel asscmblyreconls are
iklyto be eorptedL

PA-77/PA-78 For icality eces, the oprator has selected (via a conceptual em ) the wrong waste package (a
pacage wih no absobcr) Te oprtor selects h intended e assembly (ighmitcality), and
sin c h Lime operator believes a'rodrpadcage is bein load absorber rods wil be placedinto the
fuel assmbly. However, noless corrected fthroh suocessfo verifcatio (Le, PA-77). the fue
useml records ame bly lb be c pted (Le. PA-78)

PA-791PA-0 For crificeiy c ihe operator has selected (va a conceptual emr) the wrong wafse pakge (a
packagewithnoabsorber). Theopatmadacmonetarrdecidngwhiuasmblyto
load, so the desion tree y limited iEcectd ea mblies (fie., bMK). Amiw-range
crifticaty f lsmblyIslodedintoavastepacawitnoabsorberwhichc dad toia
ba ciiality conc, bteerrie f e orrected ft hoh successful vernic fie. PA-7tin. ie
fiad ssembbr r=c&ds blxbr to be ccted ( Le, PA-79).

PA-81 For c cy Al ocens, the opeatr ha selected (via i conepua er) the wrong wastepackae (a

packagevwthnoabsorber). Theopea-twrmadea conceptual ordecdng which fuelassembly to
load, so thc decio te lmited tooly icrct fuiel ss blies (iLCe, D. MW Amid-range
crticality filasmbly b ladd into awaste pa ge wv no absberwhich could lead to a
crwaifiay . but be emsr b kdnd ceected 1mhmm uvcdf sccsi

*PA-82 For aM h CeTS.C Operao IM wlecd ( M a oft am) &-c wr wasle pakge (a
packge wiffind).sTher Uopciwm a mep ¢damrdeidinw Vchifimlelmblyto
lod, soEc dcciionsltre b liied to eny incrcct ffid u cs~ (LCI, M& Amid-rnge

ality concern, but the erwr is not identified or coarected trough vification, creaing a possible
._______ criticalt cone= due to misoadig.
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Enditat Endstate Notes for Case PWR.A Ezeeedwn CrItIcality Loadmg Criteria Decislon Tree
PA-83/A.84 For citicality concerns. the operator ha selected (vIz a conceptual ear) the wrong waste package (a

pakage withno absober). he operatormakesa fe assemblyseectioneor. he op arcan
select frm all af the avaiable fuel assembly tpes with any of the possible criticality Anges.
includin thetype thatwas iginally bnended ). e theLne oertorbeieves arodr
padcage bdbig load, absorbar rods will be plad into the fila mbly(no mt which is
sdecte4 However, unless comrected throu successful verification (Le, PA483) the fuel assembly
records are likely to be cmnzptd and an ecoonorc t pact ay CC (TLe, PA-84).

PA-SSIPA46 For criticality concernsthe Copersat has selected (via a coceuaWl eamr) tbe wrg waste package (a
package with absober plats) he opar sdec the Indedfua mbly ghcIbaty). ad
s.nce the liep believes aod pa ge Is beig loa, absobrrods ill bc placed into the
f.e assembly. However. uless corrected trigh sucessful verification (Le, PA8) the fuel
assembly recrs ar likely to be corrupted (Le., PA46).

PAS7JPA-88 For criticality Concerns, ihe operato has selected (via a coce ald mr) the wrg waste pacage (a
packge with absorbe plates) he eaormaa conceptual eror deciing hwic fuel assembly
to loa4 so the decision tree s limited to ady incorect fuil assemblies (Le, I, W). A lownge
c riT([X)y M W assembly is loaded into a waste package with absorberplates which would not
lad to a afticalit conern. Howeve, onless corrected thro successful verification (LC, PA-),
the fel assembly records are likey to be corrupted ad an economic impact way o= (L., PA-M)L

PA-89JPA-90 For citicality concerns the operator has selected (via aIcoeptnae ) tbe Wrong waste package (a
packagewithabsorberplates) Tcoperatormad a ceqptua deidi Whichelassembly
to load, so te decio te is limited to al inorrect fiel assemblies (L X, M K). A mid-range
Criticality (MK) f yIs loa into a wastepackage with absorberplateswhich wouldnot
lead oacriticatconcern. How r, ulescorectedt h cssf verification (ie, PA89),
the fuel assembly records ar likely to be coornted and an economic impact my occm w(Le, PA-90).

PA-9RIPA-92 For cItiaty conces, t operatorhas sedected (via i conceptual error) the wrong waste package (a
package wi absorber ples). The operatmaes ahel assembly ectionerror. Theoperato c
select fivm all of the available fuel assembly p, wi any of the possible afficality ang,
incufing the type hat was or ay ended g Since the Lae opatorbeieves arod
packae is being loaL Absorber rods will be placed Into the fiul assembly mto r which is
selected Hwever, unless cxrectd through successful verificaton (Le, PA-9 1), the fuld assembly
records are likdrtobe copted and an ecomc impact may occr (iLC, PA-92).

PA-93 For iicaity conc s the operator has lectedi he wng wase page (= ST pacage). If
ayffiing b an ST fielaemblyis lded to spack terowillbealwaysb b correcded
trough vecation. Jan ST fel. assembly is loaded into his packaM and verification is not
succef (not down an the deciso tree), then there is st no citicality concern. however, he fuel

A sssemblY rcords rcktobecornpted.
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Figure 11- PWR-B Exceeding Cuitcalty Loading CAfiera Dedslon Tree

ient II: Case PWR-B

_usage SelectWP Select FA FA Type Verification _-Endstate

0.420 0.995 0.994 7 0.990 4.11E-01 _ PB-
(no absorber) (intended WP) (hitended FA) (LK) |(Success) (no conseq.)
_________ =________ _________ __________ 0.010 4.15E 03 PB-2
.__________ .__________ ___________ (failure) (no conseq.)

._________ _________ 0.005 0.651 0.999 1.98-E03 P8;3
___________ __________ (concept) (M) (uss) conseq.)

0.001 1.99- _ Ps-
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (faiu re )_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

0.049 0.999; 1.03E-04 P8-6
__________ __________ v(H) (success) (no conSeq.)

__ _ __ _ 0.001 1.03E-07 P0
_______ _______ (failure) (clwcatlbtv

0.001 O.90 0.990 3.39EM3 P8-7
-(selection) m () (success) (no conseq.) . . -

0.010 3.42E-0 PB 8

._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ai lure) (no eq.)

____ _ -_ _ 0.680 0.a90 6.04E-031 P
(MK) (success) no conseq.)

0.010 6.09E 05 P6-10
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (failure) (a caiJ r) I _ _

0.030 0.990 2.61I-04 PB-11
(HK) (success) (no conseq.)

0.01 2.3E-063 P-12

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 3__ _ _ _ _ (failure) ( C ) ~ J _ _ _ _

0.005 0.966 0.994 0.999 2.02E-03 PB-13

t^TinS YY) (plte) (Intended FA) (success) l(no conseq.)
_________ _________ ________ 0.00 1 2.02 8-06 _____0 PB -14

(failure) ,(no conseq.

0.005 0.951 0.999 .9.65E-0 PB-5
______ (concept) (MK) (!!Lcmss) (no conseq.)
________ ______ __ _______ 0.001 .966E-09 PS-16

e (no conseq.)

0.049 0.999 4.99E-07 PB-I7

(H) l(success) (no conse.)
_________ _________ _________ _______ 0.001 6.00E -10 P918

._________ (fallurell (no conseq.)

- 0.001 0.390 0.990 7.84E-07 P8-19
tselection) (K) (success I(no conseq.)

___ __ 0.010 7.921-09 PS-20

J
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Figure 11- PWR45 Exceeding Cricary Leading Crkeia Decision Ttee

I__ ___ ______ _ _ ( Iiure) (no conseq.)

0.680 0.990 1.7E-06 PB-21
(____ ____ MK) (success) (no conseq.)

0.010 1.1JE48 PB-22
. .(aurel (no conseq.)

______ _______ _______ 0.030 0.990 6.03E-08 PB-23
.____ ____ ___ ____ __ _ ____ ____(HK) (succes) no conseq.)

0.01 6.09E-1 P6-24
(failure) (clticaly)

0.034 1.000 1.000 7260 PB-5
._________ .~fl (any FA) (success) (no conseq.)

0.680 0.995 0.994 0.990 6.68E-01 PB-26
(plate) (Intended WP) (intended FA) (success) (no conseq.)

0.010 6.74E-03 PB-27
(failure) (no conseq.) _

0.005 0.929 0.999 268E-03 PB-28
(concept) L)( (success) (no conseq.)

I____ _ _0.001 , 268E-0 P8-2
.______ _______ (faffure) (no conse.)

0.071 0.999 2.06E-04 P40_
______ _ (HK) (success) (no conseq.)

0.001 2O06E-07 P841
(filure) (no conseq.)

0.001 0.390 0.990 2.23E-04 PE-32
(selection) (LK) (success) (no conseq.)

0.01D 2252-0 P8-33
(_flure) (no conseq.)

0.680 0.990 331E-04 P34
(MK) (success) (no conseq.)

0.010 3.35£-0 P6435
(failure) (no conseq.)

__________ __________ 0.030 0.990 1.71-0 PB-36
__________ (HK) (sucoess) (no conseo.)

__ ___ _ 0.010 1.7307 P8-37
(fallure) (aicallty)

_0.00 0.965 0.094 0.999 2.77E-03 PBX8
wong WP) (no absorber) (intended FA) (success) (nooseq.)

______ __________ _________ _________ _________ ________ 0.001 2.772W P 649
(faflure) ___ ___ _ _ _

QQ005 0. 0.999 129E-05 P6-0
(concept) (LK) (success) (no conseq.)

I___ _ _ __ 0.001Q 129E-08 PB41

Page 1143
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Figure It- PWR-B Exceeding CdUcaly Loading Criteria Decision Tree

-I___________ ______ (fiuur (no conseq.)

Q.071 0.999 9.90E-07 P842

._ __ _ (HK) (sccess) (no conseq.)
0.001 9.91E-10 PE-43

_ (fallure) (no conseq.)

0.001 0.390 0.990 1.07E-06 P8-44
selection) (LK) (success) (no conseq )

0.010 1.08E-0S PB-45

-L ttaflur t(no conseq.)

Q068 0.990 1.59E-06 P6-46
__ _ _ _- K) (success) lnoconseq.)

_0.010 1.618 PB47
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _(alure ) c ica rl

0.030 0.990 824E-0 P648
___________ ________ _ __ _K) (success) (no cons .)

0.01 8.32E-1 PB 49
_______ _______ ______ ~(failure) l(cricalit) _ _

0.045 1.00 1.000 1.32E-04 PB 60
6T) (any FA) (success) (no _ _nseq. _

No Absorber __-_ Plates _ (Total)

ioncept 4.78.06E 0.00E+00 4.76E-06 (Total Concep

Selection 6.35E-05 1.74E-07 _L_ 6.37E-05 (Total Selection)

Total 6.838E5 11.74E07 _ 6SEQS-05

Probabnity of Mlsload Leading _ Probability of sload Leading
to Exceeding Crdticality Loading Criteria to Exceeding Criticality Loading Criteria I

due to Concept Error per Waste a No Absorberpacka ee 6.63E-05
Packa e .4.76E-06 __

Probability of Misload Leading
Probability of Misload LeWding to Exceeding CrIticality Loading Criteria

to Exceeding Criticality Loadi an Absorber Plate package 1.74E-07

due to Selection Error per Waste III
Packa e I I 637IE-05 III
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Figure III - PWR-C Exceeding CrIlUca~lTy Loading Criteria Decision Tree

IP Isage Select WP Select FA FA Type Verification Endstate

0.390 0.995 0.994 0.990 3.82E0M PC-I
(no absorber) (riended WP) (Intended FA) (LK) (success) (no conseq.)
= ______ .______ i-_____ Q______ 0.010 a8s6E-03 _ PC-2
= ______ ;__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _______ (failiu ) (no conseq.) _

0.005 0.951 0.899 1.84 PC-3
.______ _______ (concept) (MK) (success) no conseq.

= ________ I_________ _________ _________ 0.001 1.4 06 PC-4
.______ ____ (failure) (cicai) _

= _______ ________ 0.04K 0.899 9.63EM5_ PC-5
= __________ - ___________ ___________ I(K) (success) lno conseq.) I

_ _ _ _ __I 0001 9.64E PC-
_______ ______ (fialure) (cr~tcality) __._ ___

0.001 0.390 0.990 3.15FE03 PC-7
=__________ (selection) () (success) (no conseq.)

0.010 3.18E-05 _PC-8

___________ (fail~~~~~{h ure) (no conseq.l _ _ _ __ _ _ _

_________ 0.680 0.690 4.68E-03 PC0-
_(MK) (success) (no conseq.)

= _______ _________ ________ 0.010 4.73E05 PC-10 2.13E-09
= _____ ______ ______ (failure) (criticaliy) _

Q030 0.990 2 E0_ PC-1 _

(HK) (success) (no conseq.)
= _______ _________ ________ 0.010 2.44E-O6 P0"12 5.69E-12

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~~(haiure) rciwcailty) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

= _______ 0.005 0.951 0.094 0.99 1.84E-03 PC-13
= _________ (:.Tong WI') (pt) (ended fA7 (success) (no conseq.)
= ________ 0.001 1.85E-06 P0144

(flure) (no conseq.)

_________ Q________ 0.005 0.051 0.099 B.82E-06 P0-B16
_ _ 'concept) (MK) (success) (no conseq.)
= _______ ._______ ______ 0.001 8.83E2.9 P0-17
= _________ __________ (faiure) (no conseq.)

_ _ _ _ _ _ ___ -__ _ _ _ _ _ _ n o__ _ _ _ _ 0 0 4 9 0n 0 9 9 4 .6 6 E -0 7 P C -1 8
___________ __________I(HK) (success) (no conseq.)

= ________ __________ _________ _________ 0001 4.67E-10 PC-19
= __________ ___________ ___________ (failure) ( Icriti ality) _________ j___ _ .

__________ ___________ __________ 0.001 0.390 0.990 1.61E-05 PC-20
_ ___________ (selection) 9LK) (success) (n conseq.) . -
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DI: 6BAOOO0-01717-0210-00011 REVCO Attachment Ill: Case PWR-C

Figure III - PWR.C Exceeding CriTcalty Loading Criteria Dedslon Tree

_________ __________ _________ _________ _______ 0.010 1.52E -07 PC-21
____________ _____________ ____________ _________ (Il ure) (no conseq.)se_ _ _

_ ________ __________ _________ _________ 0.58D 0.990 2.24E-05 P ;-22
= _________ ___________ __________ (MK) (success) (no conseq.) )7 _PC23

_________ _________ ___ _____ _________ _______0.010 2.2 6E-07 PC-23
___________ ___________ __________ (failure) (no conseq.)

.________ _________ 0.030 0.990 1.16E-06 PC-24
_HK) (success) (no conseq.)

._________ __________ _________ 0.010 1.17E P -25 1.30E-16
=__________ ___________ ___________ (failure) ( ca_

0.049 1.000 0.990 9.612-05 PC 26
(rod) any FA (success) (no conseq.)

0.010 9.61E-07 PC-7
_______ _______ _______ (failure) (no conseq.)

0.680 0.995 0.994 C 0.990 6.68E-01 _ PC-28
__ (plate) (intended WP) ntended FA) puccess) (no conseq.)

_____ _ Q0.010 5E742-03 PC-29
_ __________ ____________ _________ _ (failure) (no conseq.)

= ________ _________ 0.005 0.9 0.999 268E-03 PC-30
__________ __________ rconce (LK) (success) (no con~seik______

_________ ________0.001 .68SE-06 PC-31
_ __________ .___________ ._______ .__ (failure) (no. conseq.)

0.071 0.9 206E44 PC-32
___________ .__________ ___________ (HK) (Success) (no eonueq.)

=_______ Q_______ 0.001 2.06E-07 PC33
(ailure) (cit tity

________ Q________ 0.001 0.0 0.E90 4.68E-03 PC4
= __________ (selection) (LK( (success) (no conseq.)

= ______Q 0.010 4.73E-05 PC5W
= __________ ___________ Mfalure) (no conseq.)

=______ Q50.580 0.990 69E82-03 P4 __

(MK* (success) (no conseq.)
0.010 7.03E-05 PC-37

_ _________ ___________ __________ (fallure) (no conseq.)

0.030 0.990 3.602-4 PC038
= _________ ___________ (WK) (Success) (no conseq.)

0130 PC039 126E-11
(failure) (alticany _

005 .29 0.94 0.999 268E-03 PC-40
__________ (wrong WP) (no absorber) (intended FA) (success) (no conseq.)

tOl01 2.68E-06 PC-41
= _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (failure) f -

I
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DI: BSSOOO00O-D1717-02104OO011 REV 00 Attachmrent III: Case PWR-C

Figure III -PWR-C Exceding CrItIcalfty Loading Criteria Decision Tree

cos005 0929 099 1.25E-05 P0C42
= __________ ___________ __________ (concept) (LK) (success) (no conseq.)

ooon 125E-08 PC-43
___________ -__________ __________ __________ ________ (failure) (no conseq.) _ _ _

_________ _________ =________ _______ _ 0.071 0.999 9.63E-07 PC;44
= _________ ___________ __________ __________ (HK) (success) (no conseq.)

0.001 9.64E-10 PC-45
= ______ _______ (failure) rarUcaf, . _ ._ .

_________ _________ 0.001 0.390 0.890 2.19E0 PC;46
= __________ -__________ (selection) (LK) (success) (no conseq.) _

_________ .________ Q________ OtO 2.21E.07 PC-47 _

___ _ _a(ure) (no conseq.)

=_________ _________ 0.680 0.90 3252-05 PC-48
=_________ __________ tMK) (success) (noconseq.)
=________ _________ _______ 0.010 3.292-07 PC-49 1.03E-13

=______ (failure) (cRtcalby

= _________ __________ _________ _________ 0.030 0.99 1.68E-06 PC060
________ ________ ________ (IK) (success) no conseq.)

0.010 1.702-08 PCr51 2.75E-11
= _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (faiure) (critcarny) _ _ _ _

= ______ _____ 0.QW071 1.000 0.990 2.OE- 4 PC-62 _

(rod) (any FA) (success) (no conseq.)
=________ ________ =_____ _ =0.010 2.08E-06 PC-63
=__________ __________ (failure) (no conseq.)

0.030 0.995 0.994 0.950 4E-02 F5PC-64
(rod) (intended WP) (any FA) (success) (no conseq.)
= ________ _________ _________ 0.010 Z97E-04 PC0_

(failure) (no conseq.)

0.005 0.402 0.994 0.999 6.00E-05 PC-68
=wrong W) (O notbsorber) (ktended FA) (success) (no conseq.) I

= ________ __________ _________ _________ 0.001 6.01 - E P -67
=______ ______ .______ (failure) 7 (cricality) __

. ________ ________ 0.005 0.402 0.99 121E-07 PC-68

= _________) () (success) (no conseq.) ______L

. _______ ._______ ________ ______ 0.001 121E-10 PC-69
._________ __________fa lure) (no conseq.)

_ ________ __________ _________ _________ 0.698 0.999 1.80E-07 P0
_MK) (success) (no conseg.)

__________ ___________ __________ __________ ________ 0.001 1.61E41 PC- 61
______ ,______ _____ _____ fiue (cr~tcalUty _ _________
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Figure III - PWR-C Exceeding Crticaty Loading C6fteria Dedsion Tree

F .. 0.0019 0.3901 0.9901 4.902E071 P042
_________ l(selection) (LK) (success) (no conseq.) _

__________ OU010 4.95E-09 P0463
= __________ (failure) (no conseq.)

D0.680 0.99 7.29E-07 PC-64
(MK) (success) (no conseq.)

= _________ O________ 0.01C 7.360 P-5 6.16E-17
_ __________ __________ (failure) (criticality)

= ________ _________ 0.030 0.990 3.7 PC-8
= __________ __________ (ilK) (success) noconseq.)

0.01 3.81E-1 PC-67 1.38E-19
(failure) (citicaliy r).

_________ Q0.695 0.994 0.999 L.925-0 PC-68
(plate) (intended FA) (success) (no conseq.) _

______ 0.00i1 6.932-08 PC09
(filure) (cr- calt)

__________ _________ 0.005 0.402 0.999 1.60-07 PC-70

_ _________ ___________ } LK (success) (no conseq.)

__________ _________ _________ _____t o 0.001 1.81E-10 PC-71

= _________ __________ _________ (failure) (no conseq.)

0.598 0.999 Z68E-07 PC-72

MK (success) (no conseq.)

_ _________ .______ 0.001 2Z69E-10 PC-73

.__________ _______ _ (failure) (no conseq.)

_________ ________ 0.001 0.390 0.990 729E-07 PC-74 _

_ __________ ___________ __________ (selection) LK (success) (no conseq.) _

=________ _________ ______ _O0.010 O L 7.36E-09 PC-75

= __________ __________ (failure) (no conseq.)

.________ __________ _________ 0.680 0.090 1.08 -0 PC-76
MK (success) (no conseq.)

= ________ _________ _________ ______ 0.010 1.09E-08 PC;77
_______ __ ____ ______ ________ ___(failure) (no conseq.)

0.030 0.990 6.61E-08 PC-78

___________ __________ ilK (success) (no conseq.)

0.01 6.66-10 PC-79 3.V5E-19
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (failure) (cf icaihr) _
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Fige III - PWR-C Exceeding Criticality Loading Crerea Decision Tree

No Absorber _____Plat"s Rods(otl ___l~~ -

Concept 4.68E-06 2.06E.07 0.OOE+00 4.98E-06

Selection 6.01 E-05 3.65E.06 _.GOE*00 6.37E-05

Selection (2) 2.13E-09 1.26E-11 _OOE+0 . 2.15E09

=Total 6SA705 34E.06 _ 0.OOE . 6X7E-05

-P _oba__ __ of _ isloaLeading IPobability of Misload Leadi I

- to Exceeding Criticarity Loading Criteria to Exceedng Criticarty Loading Crteria

due to Conce Enor perWaste a No Absorber package 6.47E-05

= Pa~kage _4.SE-06 I

________ ______ Probability of Misload Leading

-Probabiy of I Jsload to______ _ Exceeding Criticality Loading Crterla

Elo ceeding Criticalt Loading Criria an Absorber Plate pacadge 3.94E.06

.due to Selecton Error per Waste _

= _Pac__ge =E 6.37E Probability of Misload Leading
t Exceeding Criticality Loadin Crterla

Probability of Misload Leading a Absorber _ _od package _ O._OE__ _

to Eceeding CriticalVty Loading Criterla
due to Selection (2) Eror perWaste
= Pac~~~ts I I 12- 1SE-0 .
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Dl: BBAODOO0-01717-02l0- i1 REV 00 Attachment IV: Case PWR-D

Figure IV-PWRD Exeeding crwcariY Loading rftetia Decslon Tree

WP Usage Select WP Select FA FA Type Verication, Endstate

0.420 0.995 0.994 0.990 4.110 _EM PD01
(no absorber) intended WP) (intended FA) (success) (no conseq.)

0.010 4.15E-03 PD-2
= __________ . _______ _ ](failure) (no conseq.)

I_______ ._______ 0.005 1.000 0.99 2.09E-03 PD0
= __________ __________ (concept) (MK) (success) ano conse.)

0.001 2.09-06 PD64
_______ ___ _ (tailure) (crfticalty) _

O.O01 0.420 0.990 65-E03 PD06
. .~~~______ (selection) (KIWHK) (SQccess) (no conseq.)___________

(selection)___ __ __ __ ________0.010 3.6SE-05 PD4-
._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (failure) (no conseq.)

0.680 0.90 5.042-03 PD-i
____________ (MK) (success) (no conse.

.________ * 0.010 6.09E05 PD-6
.* (fallure) (crticality)

7~ --7 7 Q~~~~~~~0005 0.066 0.994 0.0995 2.2E-03 P-
= _________ (wrong WP) (plate) (Intended FA) (success) (no conseq.)
= ________ ________ _________ 0.001 2.02E-06 PD-40

_______ _______ (failure) (no conseq.) _

.________ ________ 0.005 1.000 0.999 1.01E-05 PD-11
(concept) (5IK) (success) (no conseq.)

0.001 1.022E-0 P0-42
_ __________ .__________ ___________ ________ (tailnure) (no conseq.)

001 0.420 0.990 &.45E-07 PD613
= ___________ ___________ (selection) (LUHK) (success) (no conseq.)
_________ _________ _________ _________ i_____ _ 0.010 6.53 E-09 PD14

(fallure) (no conseq.)

__________ i_________ __________ __________ 0.680 0.990 1.17E-06 PD-15
(MK) (success) (no conseq.)

0.010 1.182E-08 PD-16
______ _____ ______ (failure) (no conseq.)

_ ________ _________ 0.034 1..0 1.000 7.26E-0 PD-17
(_ . (any FA) (success) (no conseg.) _

0.680 0.995 0.994 0.990 6.68E-01 PD-_ P0.1i
(plate) (Itended WP) (intended FA) su c no conseq.) _

Q010 6.74E-03 _ P19
_____eq(falue) (no eonseq.) I
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DI: BBAOOOOOOM01717-0210.00611 fEVO0 Attachment I: Case PWR-D

Figure IV- PWR-D Eceding Criticality Loading Critetla Decslon TMee

|______ 0.005[ t1.00o 0.699 2.88E-03 7 PD-20

I___ I____ (concept) L.H U K) (success) (no conseq.) 1_ 7 __1

_________ 1________ 1______ _ 10.001 2.89E-06 | PD0-
7 __________ 1__I__I____ (fa ilu e) (no conseq.) 1 7 _1

_________ 0.001 0.680 0.990 3.31E-04 P0.22

(selection)_______ ____(hilute) (no conseq.)

________ ________ 0.420 0.690 240E.04 __ P-24

.(LKMK) (success) (no conseq.)
0.010 2.42E0 PD-25

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ((allure) (no eonseq.) _ _ _ _ _ _

0.005 0955 0.94 0.99 2.77E-03 PD0-2

(wrong WP) (no absorber) (ktended FA) i (success) (no conseq.)
.________ _________ _________ ________ 0.001 2.77E-06 PD-27

(failure) (af-calty)

_ ______ 70.005 1.000 0.999 1.89E-05 PD-28

(concept (L- success) (no conseq.)
_________ _________ ________ 0.001 1.39E-08 PD-9M

(failure) (no conseq.)

__________ _________ 0.001 0.680 0.990 1.59E.06 PW00

(selecton) (MK) (success) (no conseq.)
______ _ Q01 1.61E PD-31

, (failure) (c )

_________ ________ _________ ________ 0.420 0.990 1.15E-06 PD-32

________ L~I-UW (success) (no conseq.)
_________ ________ ___ _ _0.01 1.16E-08 PDW3

__________ ___________ _________ (lai(ure) (no conseq.)

-______ _____0.045 1.000 1.000 1.32E-04 PW4

(Bfl (any FA) (success) (no conseq.)
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Figure IV - PWR-D Exceedfng Crklcality Loading Ctiteda Decsion Tree

No Absorber Plates (Total)

Conce~l 4.6E-06 O.OOEQ0 4.66E-06 (Total Concep _

Selectio 6.09E-05 O.OOE+00 6.09E-05 (Total selecion)

Total AtBE.05 O.OOE+00 LSSE-05 I _

Probability of Misload Leading Probability of Mlsload Leading
to Exceeding Criticality Loading Criteria to Exceeding Crticality Loading Criteria
due to Concept Error per Waste 8a N Absorbe aCae 6.6SE05
Paciase 4.86E.06 _ _ _

I_ Probability of Misload Leading
ProbablMty of Ilsload Leading _to Exceeding Critcarity Loading Criteria
to Exzeeding Crcality Loading Criteria In Absorber Plate package O.OOE+OO
due to S;electin Enor per Waste _

Pacica e 5.09E.05 .-

I
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Dl: BBADOOOOOO01717-0210 0011 REV00 AtachmentV. Cuse SWR

Figue V- BWR Exneedng CricaDY Loafn Crftet Dtdshon Tree

-WP Lsa SdedWP See FA FA !pe Vurlcoon Endstate

_ 0Q275 Q.95 0994 _____ 0.9 2.CSE.1 _____ -1 ____

_________ ________ ~~~~0.010 728.rlE __ _ _ _ 82
_ ~ _Q1 _7E4

=~~~~~~~~~~~U . Dim IME-03
______ .0Q005 0188 0.99O 125E.03 _ _

_ . tax ~~~~~~~~~~~~(ale) thoMeQ.)

_ _ ___ ._ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ '___ 0. 0 1. 5 .8-

_ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0d~fl) (_ _ _ _

=~~~~~~~~~~~.M C= On 32 D

_ he ~~~~~~~~~~~~~(vj~n Cz.)
_________ . _________ 0.001____ 0.014 0.999 1.SSE.05 _______ _ 874
_ _ ___ (__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __) (HIQ ( Success) 1n o j _ _)

_ -- Q~~~~~~~~~~~0715 QSNa &52-

_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~a .01 aOiS14 B10 724E-M

________ 0.001 1._0.010 aim0 t.184 _ _41_

__ Qn(e) cms__
______ .______ 0.001 0.O78 0.0 1.2D03 8-2 7 A2E_12

_ th) (L -

= ______ _______ _ __ CAM 0.9 8 2E.03 __ 43

_ __ _vWP) _e) Otwaied IFA) (success) cmmq.)
=______ =______ _ ______ _______ Q 001 5.01 _ _ _ _-10 724 .0= 9M44
__ __ lkne) NCo.)

0_005 0.388 0194 0.999 1.3.0001 ___E_09 134?
_ . ' . p~~~~~~~~~~~~urt~dw) (no axmq.)

= _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ O D 14__ _ _ 0.0 0 5 0.9 8 8 0 .9 9 95 6.6 9 E.0-1 5 _ _ S A 6 _ _4 8

_ - . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(HO (au==) (no.

- -~~~~~~~M
_ tbAweL (a

_ __ ...~-
________ QOQ_____ 0.001 0.278 0.390 t.3E.05 0 __

_ ~L s 'n} 1L )

_________ ________ _______ 0.010 427E.07 8.23
_ _ __.Ž~A __ ~ . '>L b L _
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Dt BBAOOOOOO-01717-0210400011 0EVC0 AachmentV. Cese EWR

_Fle V.- BWR eceding Cdktaity Loadng Cdtoea Decison Tree

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0.01t 0.990 L *2E -O7 8-24
.____ ____ (149 (success) (nM

.________ . _____ _ . 0.01 6.ssE2s0| B-25 | 49E-17

_________ 0.014 1. 0.C90 SAE-8
_ ue R 0n1X~~Pic PbtO) VWFA (no) ww .)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0.010 1.902-07 S -27

_ ~ _~rs 0(9 700.71 aim9 0*94 am09 7.COE.01 8-28 __

_ }~~~~~~~~t4 FA) MQ (ic n) (n cW1)
_________ '_______ 0.010 7.72-03 B-29

_ _ _ } bar

________ 0.005 0.96a 099 3A3E-03 . 8-30 ______

______ .____ :0.00 &43E-OS 8.31
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m Di c 9n} bas.)

___________ Q___________ ____________ 0.035 0.999 125E-04 BJ-32
_ ____ ______ [14K) .SU==) _A_)__

_____ _______ _______ ____rm l 1.25E-0 _ BJ3

_~~~~~~~~~~~m Q03 GAZE-03 .. 3
________~~%scton Cjns) cw= _ _ _ _

= ~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~~~~~o~l at f n1 B-35
_ noain~~~~~~~~~~~~~~eseq.)_____ ____ .0 0.275 0.990 6.62-0 _____ 83 ___

_ _ _ (mL(Ss) (me_ _.) I

_ 7 v _ . _ _
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m _ _=4E0004 :L-37

_ O___0965 0Q894 0.990 3.10E.04 ________ .38
- -(L= ) C

= _ (14K)W)=:r o de A (sucs) Ih co__<
= _ __ _ .__ _ _ _ _ _ 0.01 ;34432 _ __ _ _ 8-3 B941 -
. __ ._: (?atn) c

____ 0.005 0*65 0.99a 0D9 OS9S -1 C7E0 -4
ns- - _

= _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0.001 a m _ _ E_ 07 Q-44 _ _ _ _ _

__ __ __(HK __) = .)
= _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _________ ________ 0.001 6. 6 -1 8.4 5 . E_

=_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 0.O0t - 27 5 0.9 90 4.14 E- 5 8 45 _ _ _

_ . . . _

________ ________ Q___fC_ 0.010 4.10E-07 B47

I
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Famue V - BWR Exceedng Cifticaty Loadina Cdteia Necisin Tree

AftachmentVI Case BWR

1i
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _________ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _0.71 k 0.9 1 15 E504 1 8-48 _ __ _

______ omo 0.990A 15I522a 8-5

______ 0.03~~~C5 1.00 om99 1.24E-04____ -5 ___

0.01 0.99 CM94 0.99 9.78-03 B44

_______ 0.00 0.27a aim9 0.999 1.8-0E5 6-8 ___

~rcti WP)(no aS~ber - 2tndd Y (succes) (ncwm

_ _ _ _ _ _~~~~~~~C (no CC _ _ _ _

______ _______ 0.~~~~~ ~~722 09 L02.-5,C 8-60 ___

_____ ______ ______ _____ (MkQ (sucess) emreqgj
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~~~~~~0.0101 8.03 -11 84 _ _

________ _______ ________ 0.001 0.275 0.99 4137E-07 8-64

______ _______ ______ 0.010 1585-0.064

___ _~~~~~~~- ~~~(19 (._=

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2 2 0. 1 50.9043 5. 7 -6
_ _ _ _ _ _ (sute)* =es) ccess) _ _

_______ 001 438 66 187-
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Figure V. BWR Excedng Ca~ffcty Loacing Citrbda D~idslon Tree

AfachmentV: Case BWR

____ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2 LKQ2-B 37

________ ________ 0~.7M aim9 1.SIE.07 8-72

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _________ ________ ~~~M K _ _ _ _ _ _ __(n

_______ _______ ______ 0.001~~~~~~~~CA t.J$E-10 9-73 ___

_________ 0.001 0275 OJ9 4M3E.07 1-74 ____

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 0.010~~~~~CA I 4 W3 E 0- . 6-75 _ _

_________ ________ ~~~~~0.715 0.99 1.13E-06 8-75 ___

________ _______ ______ ~~~~ ~ ~~A10 1.14 -.0 8-77

_________ _________ ________ ~~~~~ ~~0.01 I.5 E- 0 -79 2A SE 2

_____ __ NoA hsocber ~ _ _ _ __ Pltes T ________ (Fct*__ __

Se~lction L845.05 ___4E__6 GMCE*O VASE-05

-Sdectim f734 M09 .SME-12 ____ .OOE*W 7.25E.09

otat 9.225IM45 3UOE.CS ____ .ocEeOO IAM45

tE~ee&V eW=M2y LwdkCaeh t E~eeftCtaa Ldh rt___ _

du o ZnE _________dpa 1 ge ozm5

_________ Pcbab~~~~~el f i sioad __ __ __ _ __ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I:_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

E~edb C~OcaMy L~2 Cfet _____

d etoSeledlon (2 Enu peffl aste _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _I_ _ 2__E _ _

l
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Dl: OBADOOOO"1717M10"0011 REVCO Afachmntr~l W MW tab

TableVI-1 - InpUt DatM Used to MMn f e PWR Dedsion Trees
-ri 1 1 I- .

.- iI
l

=
= -Fgdbn Ii pt IFban spvaiftm

PJQ
MO i 8-

_I =1
.m

or 0x01, 42n

FemaonoI
FratendF

NPa

L-- - - I I - ----i -- I
- "I m _ R 7119 1A

I - 9 I I

- - hi . . .. I -

Rut INEP h Pon

j-1 Um - = gowl el Os =
FA4ded egMI =r_ I

-

am =
l1 .I

= _tm .

l-
l

kycV~ebrsnnlfei

* I I I-'U

=I I-I.-'-,

I FRKdH. I _z-ft 11t

H PM OM t -bedI G _ _ IamJ _
1 PWR .mbet -_ _ - -

Z2PWR O.Cbeml G -am_ 1 - i ~ t
12PWR(ST.,baera ) -=O m

-. .E
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Figure MII * Huma Rellablillty Analysls for Inncod WP

HEP Tree to deuem ine goe DO Wbtt _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

that the bcom"Ac VWP Is "Oacted_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(and plowe below 1he transport poll. ________

Human Ggrr Probabflltles _____

_ _ _ ~~~~~HEP_ _ _ _

____ ___ noept Di m _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

____ _ aticatinfMatch 0.01 _ _ _ _ _ _ _

_______________ ~~0.999 _ _ _ _ __ _ _ JO E.05 1 HEMP-
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Regression Analysis Sumnmary

Attachment Vill

PWRA _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

SUMMARY OUIPUT ( WR.A No Abso
_ _ I~~~

RepressbnSttits____
Multiple R 0.999650205
R Square 0.999300532 .
Adjusted R Square 0.899166019
Standard Enror 6.10145E-07
Observations 32

O V A r_ _ _ _ ._ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ ____ _ _

ANOVA
____________ df SS MS F e F

Regression a 9S.6E6-09 1.93339E-09 7429.02623 3.87681E-40
Residual 26 6.76645E-12 2.60248E-13
To~ta 31 SA7372E-09

Coeffident s Standard Eror t Stat P-value
Intercept 1.39E-06 4.6163E-07 2.304655213 0.029426914_
LK^A2 0.00019831 1.88599E-06 4105.148964 1.01208E-35
MKA2 7.9S505E-06 1.6361E-06 4.831627976 6.2411E5-05
LK*MK 2.68078E-05 2.891615-06 9.270895388 1.001045-09
UK 0.00201046 2.02907E-06 99.08300338 4.7266BE;35
MK -5.8763E-06 1.76733E-06 -3.324958057 0.002638449

SUMMARY OUTPUr (PWR-A Absorber Plate)

Recressln Staffss_
Multple R 0.99930688 . -

R Square 0.9986142
Adjusted R Square 0.998465721
Standard Error 6.35133E-07
Observatons 32 . . .

ANOVA _ :
______ CIIf SS: MS F F

Regresslon 3 8.13924E-09 2.71308E-09 6725.64327 4.17264E540
Residual 28 1.1292E-11 4.03393E-13
Total 31 6.15053E-09 ;

Coeftcents Standard Enor t Stat Pvalue _

InteceMp 6.O6767E-08 2.67934E-07 0.231364406 0.818714149
MKA2 -0.J0020624 1.757G3E-06 -118A562231 2.30866E-39
LK*MK .0.0002103 1.84061E-06 41142.553158 6359E239 _

MK 0.000208447 1.594SE-06 :130.7286647 1A48788E40

______ I ___ I _____ I ____ I ____ ii ____~.
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Regression Analysis Summary

Attadirnent Vill

PWR-B I I _ ______

SUMA!RY OUTPUI T -B NoAbso _ _ _

_. ____

Regression Statsics ___ _

Multiple R 0.99941833 3 _

R Square 0.998837064
Adjusted R Square 0.98712483
Standard Eiror 1.6991BEB46
Observations 32

ANOVA ._.
____________ tdf SS MS F Sgtfficance F

FRegesson 3 6.15025E-08 2.05008E-08 8016.327364 3.58451E-41
Resi~dual 28 7.16068E-11 2.55738E-12
Total 31 6.15741E-08

Coeflfients StandardaEmr f Stat Palue
btercept 0.000209131 8A2967E-07 248.089198 2A154BE-48
LKCMK 0.000209584 5.27075E-6 39.76365323 3.51486E-26
LK .0.00020638 1 62944E-06 -126.6563106 3.5554SE-40
MK -0.00020371 1.62043E-06 -125.7131137 4.38164E-40 _

SUMMARY OUTPUT (WmR 3 Absober Plates)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ -I .

Reaemsdln Staistcs_
Multiple R 0.993261587
R Square 0.69853718
Adlusted R Square 0.098365545
Standard Error 3.1418E-08 _
Observations 32

AOVA . -

._________ efdf SS MS F S F
Regnmsson 3 1.86941E-11 6.2313SE-12 6312.856505 1.01147E439
Residual 28 2.76385E-14 9.B709E-16 _

otal 31 1.67217E1-1111

=________________ Coeffidents Standard ..r t Stat Pvlue _

Intercept 6.96135E-09 1.27692E148 0.467221202 0.643957274
MK^2 -9S.905E-06 6.69595E-08 -114.8867762 6.42851E439

41.0087E-05 9.10492E108 110.7818183 1.60032E838
MK _.9895E-06 7.8875E-08 126.6496532 3.56O69E40Q

_ _ _ _I I __ _ I _ _ _ I T_ _ -_
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Regresslon Analysis Summary

Attachment VnlI

1
PWR. I I.

SUMMARY OUTPUT (PW-C No Abso

Repmessln Statitc ___ ____

Multiple R 0.999772074
R square 0.9995442o1
Adjusted R Square 0.999456547
Sandard Error 42079E.07 _

Obserations 32

ANOVA __ . _

Cy S MFk__ dc SS MS F
Regresslon 6 1.00956E-08 2.01912E-0 -11403.32856 1.4815E-42
Residual 26 4.60366W-12 1.77064E-13
Tctal 81 1.01002E-08

___________ _ . .oeffidenS Stand Erwr t Stat P-alue
Intercept 423477E-06 3.80772E-07 11.12152987 2.21671E-11
LKA2 .. 0021378 1.65564E06 -1374216173 9.7277E439
MKA2 1.91724E.05 1.34953E-06 1420670992 9.12663E-14
LK*MK 1.72634E.05 2.38512E-06 7237959439 1.09594E-07
UK 0.000214066 1.67366E-06 127.903008 6.27172E-38
MK -1.8396E-05 1A5777E-06 -12.61915378 1.36342E-12

SUMMARY OUTPUT (PWR-C Absorber Plates)

Regression Satitcs_
Muple R 0.998935469
R Square 0.997872071
Adjusted R Square 0.997644078
Standard Enrr 6.65941E-07
Observations 32

ANOVA _

.__________ df SS MS F Slgk aeF
Re sson 3 _ _.84583E-09 328194E-09 4376.777038 1.689886E37
ResIdual 28 2.09959E-11 7A9854E-13 _

Total 31 9.86683E-09 _

et rdt Standa3ror t Stat ,Paue
Intcep 4.35403E.07 3.61667E-07 1.238111409 0225955783
MK^2 -0.00022734 2.39677E.06 44.85225996 1.14577E736
LK"MK .0.00023353 2.50949E206 93.05982373 1.95156E-36
MK 0.000227933 2.17395E-06 104.847212 6.984782E8_

- P
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Regression Anas s Summary

Atachment Vill

PWR- __ __

SUMMARY OUTPUT (PMR-D Io AbsoN .

Re',ssn S
Multiple R 0.099907494
R Square 0.999814998
Adjusted R Square 0.099802237
Standard Enror 2.54898E-07
Observailons 32

ANOVA _
____________ ______ SS MS F SWficance F

Regression 2 1.01 828E-08 6.09142E-09 78362.01871 7A841E-55
Residual 29 1.B8422E-12 6A9731E-14

otal 31 1.01847E-08

Coeffidents S ard Enr tStat P-Value
Intercept 4.85696E.06 1.03517EC07 46.91959818 6.64873E-29
MKA2 OJ.0021173 6.31349E-07 335.3557422 1.35061E-53
MK 0.0021 0616 6A8987E-07 385.0466977 2.4586E-55

.BW R . _ .__ __._

SUMMARY OClTPUI fl Rm - No Absorbe

Mufple R 0.99968725 _ _ ____

R Square 0.99374599
Adjusted R Square 0999308767
Standard Error 120542E-06
Observations 22

ANOVA__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

.___________ df SS Us F Signfcance F
Regression 2 4A1162E-08 2.20581E-08 15180.74307 3.66024E-31
Residual 19 2.76076E-11 1.45303E-12
Total 21 4.41438E-08

Coeffidents Standard Effor t Stat P-Vahle
Intercept 4.69836E-07 4.61902E-07 1.017178727 0.321846881 _

LKA2 04.000453153 .002195-0 -15Q.9406855 1.010225.30
LK 0.00045624 216362E-06 171.2854307 9.15754E232
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Regresslon Analyi Summary

Attachment VIll

SUMMARYO RIPUT(SM-AbsorberPlaI

__ I_, :
Regression StaIs

Mufltple R 0.968217217
R Squae 0.3357571

justed R Square 0.022504995 __ __ _ _

Standard Error 1.0773E.05
bsevataons ___22

m

AlOVA__ _ _ .

___Ssus_____ SS sff s F
RegressIon 3 2.3608E-08 a78695E-09 a4.32840247 L60167E-11

ResIdual 18 2.08904E-09 1.16058O-10
taO- 21 3.14499E-08 __ _ . _

Codfficdent standad Efnw t Sltat P.va
Intercept 617856E-06 4.16908E2-6 1242141436 0230125339

M.0.00035922 &21615E-05 -10.91126168 2.2915-E09
FMK 0.000393047 2.99991E-05 1 .1010297 121154E-10
IJK(MK 4.l000476537 -. 44806E-05 -13.7144363 6.21109E-111
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